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The bow and arrow were invented at least
60,000 to 70,000 years ago and for 99% of
that time children learned archery the same
way they learned everything else: by doing.
At first a child probably played at archery
using a found bent stick. Later, they might
have been given a purpose–built youth bow
(short in length with a weak draw pull)
made from basic materials or from a broken
adult bow, cut down. Arrows were probably
also “hand me downs” and if a child showed
enough promise with the bow and arrow,
they might be invited to join the hunter’s
circle and begin the arduous task of working
their way up from the least desirable tasks.
More recently, though, children began receiving instruction in the way of the bow.
Eminent archery historian Hugh Soar shares his vast knowledge of how youths were
taught during this period, both then and now, starting in his native England, expanding
to the rest of the U.K, then out to Europe and the U.S., and also including the Middle
East, Africa, and the Far East.
Archery coaches and archers who have an interest in youth archery or archery history will love this book. It is packed with history and is charming, too. Fully illustrated.
 pages • ISBN ---- • US $.

Available from Better Book Stores and
Online Booksellers like Amazon.com

editorial
Spring! . . . Finally!
The cover photo this issue
reminds me of how we all learned
archery. I remember shooting a 50+
yard field target and listening for
the sound that my arrow hit the
butt. The cardboard backing on the
target face made a distinct sound
when it was hit with an arrow. and
I was happy when the arrow hit the
cardboard and not the target hut, or
the ground, or the tree behind the
target hut, or . . . I think you
understand.
And spring is when we get
back outside, shooting more distant
targets and field targets. It isn’t
blazing hot or blistering cold and if
you have trees nearby acting as a
wind break, marvelous!
We have a treat this issue. It
may not be a treat for you, but it is
certainly a treat for me. As a coach
of youths (as are we all, no?) I see
many young recurve archers struggling with bows that weigh too
much, finger tabs with big metal
plates, and arrows that don’t fit.
The metal-risered bows look
very cool and coaches seem to be
rushing youths into these bows, even
though the muscles responsible for
holding the bow up develop quite
late. As a consequence, I see scads of
young archers dropping their bow
arms rapidly shot after shot. My personal opinion is that these young
archers would be much better off
were they to stick with a lighter
weight bow and move to a heavier,
metal-risered bow only when they
got strong enough.

I know the metal bows look
much cooler, but you could paint the
wood bows to look very nice indeed.
We even have run articles on how to
piant your riser (Hint: 5-6)!
Well, basically, what I want to
know is do the benefits of a metalrisered bow outweigh the deficits
(like practicing the form flaw of
dropping your bow arm for several
years)? To answer this question I
came up with the idea of having a
fairly accomplished archer shoot a
few rounds using a wood-risered
bow to compare with their ordinary
rig. I had the bows but not the skill
to do it myself. (I am primarily a
compound archer.) So, I went
looking . . . and looking . . . and
looking. I didn’t exactly give up but
in the vein of “it’s not what you
know, it is who you know” I was
explaining my experiment to a colleague, Ron Kumetz, and he says “I
think I have your guy” and he introduced me to Xander Holl, of the
Netherlands, who agreed to do the
test. The first part is in this issue;
the final part will be in the next. I
think you will find this interesting.
Basiically, the question is: what are
you giving up sticking with a wood
riser rather than upgrading to a
metal riser? Think about it and then
see if your thoughts are confirmed.
In this issue we have Simon
Needham back (hooray)! Simon
walks us through assembling a new
recurve bow. (His DVD “Archery
in Action” includes this process
visually and I recommend this to

my recurve students as the best
treatment I have seen on the topic
(by far). Also Simon’s book The Art
of Repetition is now out in a less
expensive format, check it out!
For the compound people, we
have Tom Dorigatti walking us
through his collection of Carter
release aids, being the double-sear
releases he has the most experinece
with. Randi Smith has written
more about coaching at tournaments by sharing a list of many of
the things she packed as a team
coach. I have been trying for years
to get coaches to write about coaching at tournaments, with almost no
success, so Randi is coming
through big time.
Hugh Soar fills us in on what
kinds of rounds and games target
archers of centuries past engaged
in. As someone who has shot a
number of “historical rounds” and
had a ball doing it, I think you
might similarly be interested.
William Moltzan is back with
a cool way to turn a soldering iron
into a tool that makes removing
screw-in arrow point inserts a
breeze. And Bob Ryder shares his
procedure for rescuing a broken
serving during a competition.
The AER folks are talking
about helping students with arrow
selections and tuning and I have an
article on the mental game, specifically on confidence.
I hope you enjoy this issue.
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Double Sear Release
Aids Take Over
Part 2
Carter Enterprises Thumb Trigger Release Aids
by Tom Dorigatti
In Retrospect
For the sake of brevity and also from a knowledge
standpoint, I have chosen to write this article about
the many Carter Enterprises thumb-activated double
sear releases that I have had direct experience with. I
won’t discuss them all either, but rather the ones that
I either quickly abandoned or those that I stuck with
for quite some time. Even over the past five years, the
innovations and advances are too numerous to count.
Some of the “innovations” are cosmetic or have simply been brought forth again only in a cleaned up
form with fancier packaging and marketing campaigns, or given a different “more catchy” name. One
thing for certain is that the prices have gone up
accordingly.
There are so many I could discuss, but I have so
little time and space to discuss them. I could well
imagine if one was to go on a search for just double
sear release aids available now, the types and styles
would easily number in the hundreds. And as with
anything else, you get what you pay for. If you want
smoothness, good ergonomics, and adjustability that
holds adjustments and doesn’t wear out, you are going
to pay for it. That decision is up to you based upon
what your goals in archery happen to be.
I’m going to attempt to write about the “advancements” within and among the metal bodied, double
sear, thumb-activated release aids that have become
common place since the early 1990’s. I don’t recall
seeing any plastic-bodied double sear release aids
since the early 2000’s, so I’m not venturing into that
territory. Furthermore I haven’t seen anyone compet6

ing with a plastic thumb trigger release since at least
2000, either.
Thumb Activated Double Sear
Release Aids Hit the Scene
In the later 1980’s, somewhere around 1989, give or
take, Carter Enterprises introduced the aptly named
Wilde Thing thumb trigger release aid. Of course,
because I was still working on maintaining my crown
of “The King of Piddle,” I had to have one. You will
note that this release aid’s cocking mechanism was at
the opposing end of the release aid. The release also
was a “rope around the string” release aid. D-loops
weren’t a mainstay for target shooters, and weren’t
going to be for several years. Of course, I gave this
release aid the old “college try” and did indeed give it
a chance to compete with my beloved FailSafe II by
Dean Pridgen. The Wilde Thing was my first of probably a hundred or more tries to get used to shooting a
thumb trigger, and I failed miserably with this release
aid. I don’t remember if I sold this one to my brother
Pete, or if he had his release first and I bought one out
of curiosity and jealousy, ha. I would venture to guess,
by looking at the length of the rope on the Wilde
Things pictured below that Pete’s is a completely different Wilde Thing than mine. I shot some decent
scores with my Wilde Thing, but after probably 40
scores or more with it, I didn’t come close on setting
a new personal best score, so it left my arsenal within
a month or two and I returned to my FailSafe II
pinky-activated release. I do recall that the Wilde
Thing was set with one trigger tension, and it was way
Archery Focus

heavier than the FailSafe II. Both releases had
adjustable travel, to a point. The only way to change
trigger tension on the FailSafe II is to change the
internal trigger spring; if you can find or make a
stiffer spring and get it to fit, that is. I never have
bothered with changing anything on my FailSafe II.

My old, yet trusty, Fail Safe II with pinky trigger.

The Carter Wilde Thing Photo Courtesy of Pete Dorigatti

To the best of my recollection, although there
were many, many other thumb activated releases to
come onto the market by Carter Enterprises, and others, I don’t recall even bothering to try a thumb trigger again until around 1999 or so; right after my heart

surgery. I do recall that probably the first thumb trigger I tried again was the Carter Hole Thing 2 release
aids (see photo below left bottom). In fact the one on top
in the photo is identical in color to the one I managed
to buy used for a very reasonable price. You can easily see that those release aids were set up so that a rope
could be inserted and you could shoot the release with
rope around the string; with or without an eliminator
button. Of course, I, being the King of Piddle, made
sure that the rope length was set so that the distance
from the bowstring to my first knuckle matched up to
the setting from my FailSafe II pinky activated. I did
also try to shoot that Hole Thing release, using the
ring finger to fire the release, and that was a notable
disaster for me. So I tried, and tried and gave that
release quite awhile before selling it and going back
to…well you already know the answer to that!
Sometime around 2004 or so, I did finally put my
FailSafe II’s into the drawer and gave a concerted
effort to learn to shoot with a thumb-activated release
aid. About that same time is when the D-loop
became the rage, so, I converted to the D-loop and
took the ropes off my releases. I tried numerous other
release aids by Carter along the way. Each year there
was a change here or there, and most of the changes
were in throat length, gate direction, ergonomics, and
sweep of the finger positions. Of course, for releases
with a hole in them for the index (or middle) finger,
the option of a different size hole was available to
accommodate larger hands or the smaller fingers of
ladies/kids. I always opted for the smaller finger size.
Once I went to a D-loop, the distance from the
string to the knuckle has always been matched to my
FailSafe II by adjusting the length of the D-loop
opening. I’ve tried longer and shorter D-loop openings and they are just too uncomfortable and I never
seem to get anchored comfortably; especially with a
longer loop. Is it Brain Freeze and stubbornness?
Probably.
Trying All Sorts of Carters Along the Way
Over the years, I’ve tried so many Carter releases I’ve
lost count. There are other brands and models too, but
one step at a time. First let me address my thoughts
concerning the Chocolate Addiction; both the three and
four finger models (see photos below). As you can see in
the photos, the release has the option for a rope
around the string. What is really nice about this
release is that the gate is open until you cock the
release and then the gate closes. The gate opens away
Continued on Next Page
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from your chin. Both releases are a “sway back,” or
your fingers are supposedly in a more ergonomic position to aid you in rotating the release into your thumb
and not pressing on the thumb barrel with your
thumb. The thumb post is quite adjustable forwards
and back by using the Adjust-o-Trigger bar (standard
on these releases) to help you get your thumb where
you think you might want it to be. The one big drawback I had with that adjustment was a single bolt is
used and once set you cannot lock it down so it doesn’t move. I don’t like things that cannot be locked
down so they won’t move (unless I decide to move
them). I also don’t like the “normal” thumb barrel for
that very reason. One bolt and the doggoned thing
always seems to move sooner or later. Of course, I
always mark that positioning, but constantly have to
check it due to placing the release in my release pouch
all the time. The main reason I’m focusing on the
Chocolate Addiction and Chocolate Lite in this article is
simply due to the unique adjustment for thumb positioning on those two release models.

trigger pressure, it affords an easy option to go stiffer
or lighter simply by removing a small block, taking
out the spring, putting in the lighter or heavier spring,
and reinstalling the block and the bolt. No disassembly required!
The most common spring weights are 30#, 43#,
95#, and 125#. I think the releases in the package
come with a 43# spring inserted. Trust me when I tell
you that the I.T.S. system is a god-send if you only
want to change the pressure spring or to clean the
release aid. I’ve lost springs completely while attempting to disassemble a release aid. They don’t come with
spare internal springs, so you have to either send the
release in for new springs/maintenance, or have
Carter send you new springs. I do know some folks
that have put in heavier cocking springs thinking that
that would give the release a faster “lock time” and
release the sear more quickly. I don’t know if it works
or not; never tried it.

The other nice thing that Carter did, was instead
of having to take apart the release to put in a stiff
spring, they came up with what they call the I.T.S.
system. While it doesn’t offer infinite adjustability for

The “Guts” of a Carter Release
So, here I am talking about the insides of a Double
Sear Release aid and most of you probably have never
looked inside the release to check it out. The photo
below depicts the inside or the “guts” of a Pre-I.T.S.
Carter Just Cuz release aid. This photo clearly shows
what I have been talking about. If you go to the
Carter Enterprises website, there is more detail about
maintaining their release aids. The “guts” of thumb
trigger releases are pretty much the same.
I still have numerous spare springs and parts that
I got along the way in “maintenance care packages.”
I’ve had the misfortune of thinking I could get away
with opening the release on top of a white blanket or

The Carter I.T.S. System

The “guts” of a Carter Just Cuz Release

The Carter Chocolate Addiction 3- and 4-finger models.
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sheet rather than using a big plastic bag and if the
spring(s) flew out, I’d easily find them. Trust me, you
either will take a long time in finding them, or you
won’t find them at all!
So, now that you know what the “guts” of the
release look like and you understand that there are
numerous models of Carter thumb trigger releases;
I’m going to show one more release that I tried, and
probably liked the best, the Ember 1. It featured an
open hook, a nice straight handle design, and came
with an extension for using your pinky to assist in
release rotation (and to relax your hand), the I.T.S.
trigger pressure spring system, and a different sort of
trigger shoe, all as standard equipment. Of course the
trigger shoe and other accessories can be purchased
separately, depending upon whether that accessory
will fit your release or not. Once again, however the
trigger shoe is prone to moving on you if you aren’t
really careful about how you place the release into
your release pouch or even your case. I personally didn’t like the “palm shoe” which is 11⁄2˝ long. That
moved too easily, and I couldn’t get it to stay where I
had set it.
There were so many new releases coming out so
fast it is hard to keep up with things. That being said,
I could show you at least 50 more photos of just
Carter release aids. Instead, I’m going to show you

The Carter Ember 1 with ITS and extension

three more. Two of which I personally tried and liked
a lot. The Carter Fits-Me Too and the Carter Whisper.
The third one is in the 2018 Carter catalog.
Presently, I am trying something different as in a
wrist strap release, the Tru-Fire Hard Core. The jury
is still out on this one. Some days I really like it and
see progress, and other days, I’d like to just say “Forget
it” and pick up the FailSafe II by Dean Pridgen again
and finish out my archery career by being comfortable!
Out of all the Carter releases I tried, the Fits-Me
Too is probably the one I shot the most consistently
Continued on Next Page

Want More on Compound Archery?
Do you know why the same dozen or so archers win all of the
major compound archery tournaments? Do you know what their
advantage is? It is based on the “80:20 law” which states that “the
first 80% of the result is produced by the first 20% of the effort.”
Many compound archers settle for the 80%, but the compound
“top guns” didn’t. The question is: Do you want to tackle the
“other 20%” and see if you can join those at the top?
If so, you need to get your copy of ProActive Archery today!
 pages • ISBN ---- • US $.

Available at Better Bookstores and Online
Archery Focus
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with. The finger hole is the right size for me and the
“Sweep” matches the sweep on the FailSafe II. There
is a place for my pinky finger, too. You will note I also
have a lanyard on it. One drop of a thumb trigger
release on the floor will cost you a lot of money! But
alas, I still didn’t get the scores I want. Probably
expecting too much, I don’t know.

cept: The use of magnets for adjustment of the trigger
pressure. Carter calls this concept the “M.A.T.S.”
System (Magnetic Adjustment Tension System). To
adjust trigger tension, you simply remove or add trigger magnets, up to three. I also discovered that magnet placement customizes the tension a wee bit more.
You will recall that I am The King of Piddle! Another
nice feature, which is the same as with the Ember
releases, is the open hook design and that the hook
opens away from your face. Quick hook up to the Dloop is much easier. I shot the Ember for awhile, but
again, just didn’t like it all that much either. I think
most of it was the shorter throat that just doesn’t go
along with what I am used to feeling at anchor and I
didn’t like that feeling and the draw length increase
(on the bow) to accommodate that. I did mention I

The Whisper release, put out several years back
and still in the Carter catalog has an interesting con-

Everything You Need to Know to Become a Better Coach!
Larry Wise, one of the premier archery coaches in the
United States, is sharing his coaching wisdom, especially for coaches of compound-release archers but
also bowhunters. So, if you coach or want to “self
coach” yourself, there is now a new addition to the
coaching literature just for you.

The Watching Arrows Fly Coaching Library is an
effort to supply archery coaches with a literature, not
just on the shooting of arrows out of bows but on how
to coach people to do that better.
 pages • ISBN ---- • US $.

Available at Better Pro Shops and Online Booksellers!
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“One last recent and very
important change incorporated
into many of the Carter thumb
trigger releases is that the trigger pressure is now infinitely
adjustable.”
also didn’t like a longer loop, didn’t I? Old dogs and
new tricks, and a ton of stubbornness do go a long
ways in trying to “get it back”, trust me.
I’m not going to take up a bunch of space showing you photos of all the Carter releases. I’m simply
going to list the models of Carter thumb triggers I’ve
tried (and failed to shoot much better with) over the
years. I cannot say that I’ve disliked them, but I keep
repeating that I’ve just never adapted well to thumb
trigger releases. It is probably all in my head, because
I did shoot some great scores, but never any 60X-300
indoors or into the 550’s on field or hunter rounds. I
just never made that commitment to get one, and to
set it and forget it. I can do that with a hinge, and
since the FailSafe II has only one option, the King of
Piddle couldn’t mess with that release.
Carter Enterprises has a heckuva neat scheme to

naming their releases. They are names that you can
quickly identify. Some are named after archers who
helped to design them, or are well recognized. Some
started with a base name and as options changed, they
simply added a “+” or a “2” or a “Too” to them to signify that the release was upgraded to the I.T.S. system
or the next generation.
One last recent and very important change incorporated into many of the Carter thumb trigger releases is that the trigger pressure is now infinitely
adjustable by using a pressure adjustment set screw
against the internal spring rather than the I.T.S. system whereby the spring has to be changed. So now,
you can adjust your trigger pressure in slight increments. This is similar to some other brands of thumb
triggers on the market. More fun to “piddle” with
your tension setting; always thinking just a nudge
here or there will make all the difference. It never
does, you’ll change it in a day or two or maybe even
after shooting an arrow or two; thinking, “Well that
didn’t work.” I know that many of you “resemble that
statement.”
Carter Thumb Trigger Releases Available in 2019.
So just below here is a listing of the Carter
Continued on the Next Page

Coaches, Do You Want “Even More”?
In this sequel to More on Coaching Archery Coach Steve Ruis
addresses a full range of coaching levels and subjects, supplying tools
and new perspectives for archery coaches at all levels.
Topics include: how to teach using a release aid the right way, why it is
imperative to shoot “in the now,” how to deal with archers of different
personality types, how to establish when an archer is relaxed and balanced, what to look for when observing archers, how to practice effectively, how compound bows mislead archers, how to use video, what’s
wrong with competitive age categories in youth archery . . . and much,
much more, More than half of the chapters in this book have never
been published before.
Get your copy of Even More on Coaching Archery today!
 pages • ISBN ---- • US $.

Available at Better Bookstores and Online
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Enterprises release aids in their 2018 catalogue.. I
have a much customized version of a Just Cuz pre
I.T.S. that I have sworn an oath that I will not get rid
of because it doesn’t say Just Cuz on the release body,
but something else! It is also highly polished silver in
color. Here’s that list and I’ve marked those on the list
that I’ve tried with a asterisk (*). There are 17 to
choose from! Egads, decisions, decisions. These do
not include the resistance activated releases either!
The “Convertible” (this one is tempting)! It has a
self-closing gate. You can shoot it as either a thumb
trigger, or flip it over and by moving the thumb knob
from one end to the other, shoot it as a third finger
trigger. (We are sponsoring a review of this release
soon. Ed.)

Wise Choice
1st Choice
Choc Addiction*
Choc-Lite*
Ember*(1 & 2)
Insatiable*
Insatiable 2*
Insatiable 3*

Just-B-Cuz*
Just Cuz*
Plain 1
Sensation*
Target 3*
Target 4*
Too Simple
Whisper*

There is one last Carter release that is no longer
made, but came out around the year 2000. I don’t
know why the release wasn’t continued, but it certainly had some interesting quirks! First off, this release
actually had a motherboard and a battery inside the
case. Yes, it was an electronic release aid. It gets better. You had three choices to activate the release: First,
you could set it to the “R” setting (for random), and it
would randomly activate the release between 3-7 seconds. Scary, huh? You’d never know when it was going
to activate! Secondly, you could, by using the “D” (for
duration); set the release to automatically trip when at
12

a set amount of time and it was going to trip unless
you stopped it before the time elapsed. Or third, you
could deactivate it and shoot it as a “normal” thumb
trigger. The only problem with that was that the
thumb pressure was very light and didn’t have a lot of
adjustment. I don’t know if it was used in any major
competitions or not. I do know that Carter stopped
making it after one or two years. Like all Carter
releases, it had a catchy name: The “X-it.” Sorry folks,
this is what you will see, unless you get really lucky,
you probably won’t find one; or if you do, it may be
tough to get parts!

Conclusion
You might think that this article is more of an
“advert” for Carter Enterprises. It is not. I am not part
of Carter Enterprises, and I don’t receive any type of
compensation from them. It is just that even though
I’ve been dubbed by my brother as the King of Piddle,
I’ve pretty much stuck with this one brand of thumb
releases. I don’t like discussing things to this length
that I’ve not personally tried and tested.
You’ve read about my lengthy experiences with
the Carter brand of releases. The list above doesn’t
include all of them. The Insatiable, for example, has
been around for while, but it isn’t quite the same
Insatiable today as it was when the release first came
out. Initially, in order to change trigger pressure, you
had to open up the release case (risky), remove the
spring and put in either a lighter or heavier spring and
put the release back together. Then, the I.T.S. system
was developed, and the Insatiable became the
Insatiable+ to distinguish it from the original. Today,
it is still the Insatiable+ but now, the trigger pressure
is readily adjustable without doing anything but loosening a locking screw, and using the trigger pressure
set screw to compress or relax the spring to increase or
decrease pressure and then lock down the set screw
again. The same goes with the other releases in the
Carter thumb trigger line up. Used Carter releases do
resell quickly, but they do lose value (what doesn’t lose
value in the used department, right?) and I’ve purchased used most of those I had/have over the years,
or I’ve traded one model for another.
I would say that Carter releases have been the
Archery Focus

predominant thumb trigger releases for many years,
but maybe is losing ground to other brands as those
other brands come up with different ideas. It is a
game of catch up with regard to any thumb release
aids on the market today. So many options, so many
companies, and so many models to choose from.

Good Shooting,
Tom Dorigatti

For the next article I am going to talk more about
some of the other brands of double sear thumb triggers I’m not as experienced with those brands, but
over the past three to four years, I have at least tried
out many of them. There have been literally many
hundreds of different designs, shapes and styles of
hand-held releases by numerous manufacturers that
have come on the scene since 2010! I also know of a
“returning trend” in release aids, and even Carter has
jumped into this variant in order to “keep up with the
Joneses.” The idea is far from new, however, since I
remember this variant being tried in the mid-1970’s,
only to fall by the wayside quite rapidly. I’ll see what
I can come up with by doing some searching and
hunting around in the archives! This is fun, fun, fun.
I hope you are enjoying it!

Kirk Etheridge is Back in Print!
Professional Archery Technique, written by Kirk Ethridge, who won
numerous indoor and outdoor championships in NAA, NFAA, and FITA competition, as well as being the 1992 Las Vegas Unlimited Champion and 1993
FITA World Indoor Champion, has been out of print for quite a while, but no
longer!
Kirk shares his expertise and hard-won advice freely in this book. Topics
include bow and arrow setup, perfecting your form, the shooting process, tuning
the bow, troubleshooting, the mental game, and defeating target panic.
Professional Archery Technique blew the whistle on rangefinding
techniques, used to determine the distances to unmarked range targets and
which are still illegal in most organizations, that were and are in widespread use
in field archery. Now, you don’t have to wonder why you don’t place in
unmarked shoots; you can learn how the winners do it!
While focussed on compound archers who want to excel, Kirk also offers tips
to recurve archers and bowhunters, as well.
 pages • ISBN ---- • US $.

Available at Better Bookstores and Online
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Saving the Day –
The Broken Serving
by Bob Ryder, JMU Coach
Shhhh! Don’t tell anybody, but all those
instructor and coaching classes that are offered to give
you the certifications to coach archery at even the
highest levels don’t prepare you for everything that
you will face as an archery coach. I’m not trying to say
that those classes aren’t important. Far from it. By the
time you reach a Level 4 Certification you have been
exposed to almost every major coaching topic you
would ever hope to study.
Then what in the world do I mean that those
courses don’t prepare you for everything that you will
face as a coach. A lot of what every good coach does
is teach, train, plan and prepare their archers for the
test of standing on their own in competition. This
should be enough, when everything goes as planned.

“In this article we will simply
address a common error of
young archers of trusting the life
of the serving on the only bowstring they own.”
If you are primarily coaching a few individuals,
you have a chance to avoid surprises by micromanaging every aspect of your shooter’s preparation. If,
however, you are blessed/cursed enough to be coaching a large college, NASP or JOAD team things can
sometimes be a little different. These days JMU is
fielding a team of approximately 30 archers at all their
collegiate events. We find ourselves spending most of
our time working in groups, severely limiting time for
individual attention.
I promise you that some of what you advise your
archers to do in these group sessions aimed at prepa14

ration for an event or as preventative measures will go
unheeded, thus leading to unplanned adventures.
The day of the big event is here. While your team is
a mix of newbies, intermediate archers, skilled experienced archers, and real world-beaters you have provided the same suggestions concerning preparation.
In addition to cleaning up everybody’s form, making
sure that all their bows are tuned properly and revisiting the mental game, you may provide a suggested
checklist for packing for the event, suggest waxing,
waterproofing, checking the tightness of screws and
bolts, and checking for any maintenance issues. You
suggest they be mindful of and practice proper nutrition, hydration, rest/sleep and exercise, while remembering not to poison themselves with excesses of sugar
or caffeine. And as far as alcohol and drugs . .
fugetaboutit!
Okay! Sounds like a plan! What could possibly go
wrong?
I’m not even sure I could list everything that
could go wrong but I can certainly list a few real
examples of what I’ve faced at JMU.
Sample Bumps Along the Path to Success
I forgot . . .
. . . my medication.
. . . my sight.
. . . my quiver.
. . . my arrows.
. . . my bow.
. . . my uniform.
. . . my plane ticket.
. . . my driver’s license.
. . . to set my alarm.
• My serving broke.
Archery Focus

• My nocking point slipped.
• My bowstring broke.
• My sight’s slipping.
• I can’t see through my peep.
• My tab is wet.
• My release is sticking.
• I let go of my release and it landed past the 3m line.
• I forgot my arrows in the target.
• I must have dropped my tab/release on the way back
from the target.
• My bowstring jumped off the wheels.
• I shot my clicker off.
• My cable broke.
• My cable guard broke.
• My scope rod broke.
• My stabilizer broke.
• My draw stop broke off.
• My riser broke.
• My limbs broke.
• My cushion plunger got bent/broke.
• My nock broke.
• I lost a point in the target.
• I only have five good arrows.
• I only have five arrows.
• The target blew over with all my arrows in it.
• My fletches are falling off.

• My arrows are falling off my rest.
• My drop away rest won’t lift up.
• I’m having a panic attack.
• I just got stung by a wasp . . . and I’m allergic.
• I can’t see anything . . . my scope is fogged up.
• I’m so cold I can’t stop shaking.
• You see one of your archers staggering on their way
off the shooting line
• You see one of your archers pass out on the shooting
line
• You are met at your door around midnight by armed
hotel security guards who advise you that the hotel
needs you to vacate the 10 rooms your team is occupying immediately due to an incident involving a possible improper method of water delivery by members
of your team.
That’s a heck of a list isn’t it? Well, I’m really sorry to
inform you that they are all part of the real-life adventures of Bob Ryder and the JMU Archery Team.
Some make more interesting stories than others, but
not a one is fabricated.
Many of these warrant further explanation as to
how they occurred and certainly either how we dealt
with them or should have dealt with them at the time.
Continued on the Next Page

Are you tired from trying not to suck?
Are you . . . ?
Finding not sucking to be harder and harder?
Are you . . . ?
Tired of hear from your buddies about their winns and places when you
aren’t scoring anywhere close to them?
Are you . . . ?
Missing something from your game, you just can’t figure out what it is.
Then . . .
Why You Suck at Archery is the book for you! If you have read all of the
“how to shoot” books and attended the shooter’s schools but still find
something is missing, Why You Suck at Archery addresses not only why
you suck but what you can do about it.

 pages • ISBN ---- • US $.

Available at Better Bookstores and Online
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But I thought I would start with a simple explanation
of how you can save the day if you ever happen to
experience one of them. In this article we will simply
address a common error of young archers of trusting
the life of the serving on the only bowstring they own.
(Even though the coaches have recommended on
numerous occasions to buy/make a new string, shoot
it in and save it or the old string as a backup)
My Serving Broke
If life was fair the individual who failed to follow the
coach’s recommendation would taste the agony of
defeat alone on this occasion and learn a valuable lesson. In reality, the performance of this individual
affects the success of his teammates on not only his
squad but the entire team. Consequently, the coach
will always do anything and everything they can to
keep them from suffering from the selfish irresponsibility of one archer.
If your archer notices an equipment problem during the end, he has been previously advised by you to
call for an Equipment Failure by holding his bow in
the air to notify an official of the failure. Hopefully
you are close enough to his target assignment to
immediately go to his rescue. If he notices the broken
serving as he comes off the line I’m sure you have
instructed him to 1) notify an official of the equipment failure, 2) to have someone on his target to take
over his scoring duties for that end and 3) find you so
you can try to take care of his problem.
Naturally, the easy solution would be to replace
this string with his backup string. After all, it is
already set up properly and shot in, right? Now comes
the surprise you are not hoping for. “Coach, I don’t
have a back up string.” At this point there are lots of
clever comments, not so kind comments, and questions running through your mind. But a good coach
understands in the moment that this is no time to
judge, teach, preach or lecture. Now is the time for
nothing but action.
What to Do, What to Do
1. Take his bow from him as you find a place to sit
down.
2. Sit down and place the bow with the string laying
across your knees.
3. Unravel the serving as quickly as you can with one
hand while you maintain the integrity of as much
of the serving as you can, or need to, above the
break with the other hand. You will want to have
enough loose serving to make about ten wraps.
16

Hold good serving tight with one hand while unraveling the loose
serving with the other hand. All photos courtesy of Liv Mumma

4. If the unwrapped serving is rotten or heavily worn,
cut or break off any unsuitable serving in the disturbed area.
5. Tie a single half hitch at the base of the undisturbed serving area (optional).
6. Hold the serving straight up from the half hitch in
a manner forming a small loop over the area of
missing serving with the majority of the loose serving hanging across the area of the unserved string.
7. While holding the loop up begin loosely wrapping

Tie a half hitch at the base of the good serving.

the loose serving back towards the half hitch.
8. Once you have wrapped the serving as many times
as you can comfortably, at least five wraps, you can
begin wrapping the serving loop tightly from the
half hitch over the unserved area until all the back
wraps have been used.
9. While holding the outer wraps and loop in place
pull the end of the serving tightly through the
newly placed serving until the loop disappears
under the serving. If you have time, you can and
should pull it tighter by wrapping the serving severArchery Focus

Hold loose serving material in a loop over the unserved area and
loosely back wrap the serving in the direction of the half hitch.

al times around a smooth tool to gain a better grip.
10.If you have time, please cut off the excess serving
exposed by pulling the serving material tight
under the new serving.
11.Now hand the bow back to your archer and tell
him he’s ready to Rock ’n’ Roll.
While it takes a while to write or even read the
description of how to fix a broken serving, it really
doesn’t take that long to make the repair. If you
haven’t made a repair like this, you will probably want
to refer to the pictures while you try it the first time.
After practicing it two or three times you will become

Pull end of serving material tightly until remaining loop disappears
under the end of the serving.

a master at it, and it will take almost no time at all.
You’ll be able to get your archer back on the shooting
line in time for the very next end.
Thanks for spending this time with me. I look forward to seeing you on the shooting field.
Now… Go Save the Day!

Still Can’t Get Enough on Coaching?
In this sequel to Coaching Archery, More on Coaching
Archery, and Even More on Coaching Archery Coach Steve
Ruis addresses a full range of coaching levels and subjects, supplying tools and new perspectives for archery coaches of all levels. Archery Focus magazine Editor Steve Ruis’s first coaching
book, Coaching Archery focussed on serving beginning-tointermediate coaches and is the best selling archery coaching
book available. All of the subsequent books are addressed to all
archery coaches of all levels.
 pages • ISBN ---- • US $.

Available at Better Bookstores and Online
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The Compleat Archer
by Hugh D.H. Soar
I sometimes wonder whether any of today’s
compound archers, encouraged by clever advertising and selective example, think further than filling
that elusive central circle with six perfectly
matched shafts, in sophisticated harmony with the
latest “must have” weapon; their horizon bounded
by the 80 metre line.
It is their pleasure and their choice; but does it
ever occur to them to ponder what enhanced their
earlier predecessor’s archery? Probably not –
although I speculate that it would come as a surprise if they were to realise that those folk who shot
wooden arrows with a simple wooden weapon
enjoyed not just one, but many different
forms of shooting. Open to them were:
Butt, Prick, Target, Clout, Flight,
Hoyles, Roving, Blazon, Wand, Popinjay,
and Hunting. Each enjoyable and fulfilling – each calling for a specific skill
acquired through thoughtful dedication.
In this article we’ll examine three
early styles: Butt, Hoyles and Roving and
their offshoots, |looking at each in turn
and beginning with Butt shooting. Each
town and village had at least one Butt, an
earthen mound decreed by king Henry
VIII primarily for military practice, and
provided by Statute Law. It was a law
which actually remained on the Statute
Book well into the 19th Century.
Henry decreed that all able-bodied
18

men and youths over sixteen, excepting judges and
the clergy, were to practice shooting at the Butts on
Sundays and other Holy Days, and that no one over
twenty-one should shoot at less than eleven score
(220) yards i.e. forty roods of 51⁄2 yards. This was
realistically the greatest distance achievable for reasonable accuracy, although the war bow was and is
capable of reaching well over 300 yards.
Curiously, the archer’s rood is said to have been
71⁄2 yards, and the Clout distance of 180 yards (24
roods) reflects this measurement. Similarly ‘Bow
Shot’ was said to have been 240 yards (32 roods).
An habitual target distance in earlier times was 120
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yards (16 roods) There appear to have been two
rood measures at one time, a ‘southern measure’ of
the shorter distance, with the longer used in the
North. ( i.e. the cricket pitch is 221⁄2 yards – four
Southern roods). It is all quite strange!
The Butt itself was formed from closely
stacked clods of turf, on top of which was a decorative ‘crown clod’. Often protected from the attention of grazing cattle by palings (a fence made with
pointed sticks), they were kept in good repair by
the local Beadle. (A Beadle was a minor church
official. Ed.)
Two forms of Butt were shot, each calling for
skill and accuracy. Each invited competition and
were often shot for small bets. A small stick called
a ‘prick’ was set up in the middle of the butt to
form the ‘mark.’ The winner was he who got closest to the mark. Another style involved a piece of
paper on which a circle was drawn. The shot within the circle closest to the prick won. A simpler and
more basic ‘game’ concerned the shot closest to the
butt itself.
A more sophisticated version concerned a
number of one inch wide concentric circles drawn
on a paper. The game was known as ‘shooting the
inches.’ The number of inch wide circles selected

dictated the distance in ‘roods’ at which they were
shot. Thus four circles were shot at four roods (22
yards) eight at 44 yards, generally the longest distance shot. Seemingly the four rood distance was
the most popular. It was largely a test of accuracy.
An interesting alternative to Butts and Papers,
was ‘shooting at the Garland.’ This described a sort
of wreath composed of twisted withies or small pliable branches matted together to form a rough circlet, sometimes decorated with wild roses. Often
attached to a post, or ‘wand,’ we meet it in early
English ballads of Robin Hood. Thus in the ‘Lyttel
Geste of Robyn Hode’ it appears as the target when
Robin is shooting ‘under the line;’ an interesting
comment needing explanation. Essentially ‘the line’
consisted of two poles of a certain height, between
which was stretched a rope. These were placed
mid-way between garland and shooter. Arrows
were to be kept below the line – those that went
over were forfeited and the archer got a buffet (clip
round the head).
‘Two yerdes (rods) were up set, On everye syde
(at each end) a rose garland. They shot under the
lyne. Who fayleth of the rose garland. Hys takyll
he shalle tyne’ (forfeit) This meant the loss of the
Continued on the Next Page

Do You Love Archery History?
The bow and arrow were invented at least 60,000 to 70,000 years ago
and for 99% of that time children learned archery the same way they
learned everything else: by doing.
More recently, though, children began receiving instruction in the
way of the bow. Eminent archery historian Hugh Soar shares his vast
knowledge of how youths were taught during this period, both then
and now, starting in his native England, expanding to the rest of the
U.K, then out to Europe and the U.S., and also including the Middle
East, Africa, and the Far East.
Archery coaches and archers who have an interest in youth archery
or archery history will love this book. It is packed with history and is
charming, too. Fully illustrated.
Get your copy of The Young at Archery today!
 pages • ISBN ---- • US $.
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however, until 1603 that
offending arrow. Robin
the first accurate account
shoots
badly
and
of Marks appeared,
receives a buffet that
accompanied by accepted
knocks him to the
rules of practice and
ground. This type of
behaviour. The ‘Ayme for
shooting
reflected
Finsburie Archerie’ was
French military practice
an alphabetical list of
described in a medieval
every Mark then shot,
pamphlet,
‘L’Art
with their distances, each
d’Archerie.’
from the other, measured
Shooting the ‘prick
by line and verified accuwand’ was by itself, and
rate.
indeed still is, a favourite
Published for ‘the
activity of longbow
ease of the skilfull, and
archers, recreational and
behoofe (guidance) of
war-bow alike. Although
the young beginners in
it was frowned upon by
the famous exercise of
authority in medieval
archerie’ its eight rules
times, who thought it
are concise and easily
detracted from the main
followed. Interestingly,
business of ‘keeping a
however, later editions
length,’ there was and
increased these until by
indeed still is much per1676 there were twelve,
sonal satisfaction in
and finally fifteen, with
demolishing the wand at
two
supplementary
50 yards with a wellnotes.
aimed 1/4 lb 32 inch
Although seemingly
battle-shaft shot from a
not organised formally,
140 pound self-yew war
shooting
the
bow. (There are 7000 Finsbury Fields has become iconic as an example of shooting at the those
marks, even though it no longer exists.
Marks were united by
grains in a pound. Think
observation of these Rules.
about it. Ed.)
In 1603 there were 159 available for the enthuHoyles was a bucolic form of roving, but shot at
fairly short distances and at natural features, cho- siastic archer, many in excess of 18 score yards (the
sen at random by whoever made the previous best shortest were set at 9 score). However, the fields
shot e.g. mole hills, tree stumps, clumps of grass were in open country, and couples on a pleasant
and the like, whilst walking across country – usual- stroll along a path through the middle en route to
refreshment at the Rosemary Branch Inn regularly
ly en route to the village or church
This leads us nicely to the last of our examples, took their lives in their hands, ever on the alert for
shooting the roving Marks, a ‘big brother’ version the cry ‘Fast!’ (Stand Fast) heralding an imminent
of Hoyles, with permanent features and at much shot at an adjacent Mark. Inevitably, though, there
longer known distances. There were a number of were fatalities and gravestones in nearby churches
venues for this popular activity on fields in and provided evidence of casual attitudes to safety or
around London: Mile-end, and St. Georges Fields badly aimed shots.
Marks were sponsored by churches, inns, and
were two; but the most popular, and better known
to archery historians, was Finsbury Fields. These members of the city’s Worshipful Companies as
were prepared for the purpose by the City well as individuals. Names are often a clue to the
Authorities in the early 16th century, and perma- sponsor, many of whom were men in authority.
nent Marks quickly appeared. The popularity of Dickman’s Marigold. Martin’s Mayflower,
Marks grew and books of dubious authenticity on Robinson’s Leg etc. although others remain anonythe subject appeared spasmodically. It was not, mous, ‘Egpie’, and ‘Sea-Griphon’ being examples.
20
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Interestingly Egpie survived as a
Mark from the late 16th century
until the end of shooting in around
the 1760’s.
With the Society of Finsbury
Archers now officially defunct –
their last consecutive shoot for the
eleven score Target was in 1755 –
shooting at the Marks became difficult to sustain, archery on the
fields virtually ceased, kept alive by
just a very few enthusiasts.
It was to be revived however in
1781 by Sir Ashton Lever who
formed the Toxophilite Society,
incorporating the few remaining
members of the Finsbury Club,
and recreational archery in Britain
slowly re-established.
There is no direct evidence of
The whitehall mark at Finsbury.
the origin of the Society of
Finsbury Archers. However a reference in the
records of the Honourable Artillery Company to
one ‘Kielway Guidott, Steward of the Company of
Archers’ dated February 1636 suggests an existence

earlier than that at present known.
It seems possible that the
Society evolved as a separate entity
from an existing Archery Company
within the HAC (Note: the HAC
was originally formed as a
Company of Gentlemen Archers.)
The abortive attempt to couple
bow and pike in 1625 within the
Honourable Artillery Company
may also be connected. This could
suggest existing archers ‘double
armed’ with pikes, rather than the
accepted idea of pike men armed
with bows. Such is speculation,
though, and we must end our brief
examination of early recreational
archery here.

Want More on Coaching Archery?
Following up on his first coaching book, Coaching Archery, which was
written to help beginning to intermediate coaches, Steve Ruis has a new
offering to archery coaches everywhere. This time, the topics are on the
full gamet of coaching topics which range from the role of emotion in the
making of an archery shot, to teaching the shot sequence, to biomechanics,
and how coaches should treat their athletes (and one another) as well as five
major chapters on what is missing from the archery coaching profession.
If you are thinking of becoming a coach or already are an archery coach
and are looking for some new ideas and help with dealing with the logistics
of coaching, this is the book for you.
Get your copy of More On Coaching Archery today!
 pages • ISBN ---- • US $.
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A Safer Way to
Remove Arrow Point
Screw-in Inserts
by William Moltzan

Over the years I’ve needed to remove glued-in
arrow point screw-in inserts for various reasons. One
way to do it is by removing the nock, dropping in a
drill bit, putting the nock back in then whipping the
arrow. The centrifugal force propels the drill bit
against the insert then after several repetitions out
comes flying the insert and drill bit. I found this
extremely dangerous! After doing this on a couple
arrows, I vowed to never do it again. If doing this outside, the flying drill bit could go through someone’s
window and even injure someone or worse and you’ll
never find the insert. If doing it in your garage you’ll
be lucky to find the drill bit and insert as you have no
idea where it’s going to fly out. It could damage

Archery DIY
things, go through the wall and worse, ricochet and
severely injure yourself or anyone in the room. Don’t
do it, it’s not worth it.
I had a few dozen arrows I built, with both carbon and aluminum shafts, that I had left full length.
After concluding I’d rather have them cut to my draw
length I needed a fast, safe way to re-use the inserts. I
could have ordered some but I’d have to wait a week
and pay shipping. I wanted to try the shorter arrows
22

tomorrow and everything I needed was just sitting
there. The answer . . . turning my soldering iron into
an arrow aluminum insert remover. I just needed to
build a link that connects the arrow shaft’s glued-in
insert to the soldering iron.
I use low temperature “hot melt” glue and cyanoacrylate (aka super glue) to secure the inserts in my
target arrows. In the past when I built hunting arrows,
I used “5 minute” epoxy which made the inserts very
difficult to remove but that’s what I wanted with
those. I mostly use the low temp hot melt glue for
inserts and points The hot melt glue obviously comes
loose with heat as does the super glue. I have found
that inserts attached with super glue to carbon shafts,
when removed, may take some of the graphite with
them but if you are cutting your shafts shorter, that
part of the shaft will be gone. Some don’t like to use
hot melt glue but this article is to discuss how to
remove them with the goal of re-using them after cutting the shaft shorter. Some arrow manufacturers
even recommend hot melt glue. It only takes about
five seconds to remove an insert, safely, with this
process.
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Getting the Materials Together
Here’s what we need for this project. A pencil type soldering iron or wood burning tool. Mine is a Weller
brand soldering iron. It needs to have replaceable tips
that screw in. Many of the cheaper models have a
screw that holds the tip in by pressure. You don’t want
one of those as the tip could come loose. You also need
a piece of 1⁄4˝ hex rod about 11⁄2˝ long. I just happened
to have a 1 foot piece of that but you can use a 1⁄4˝ hex
key (aka Allen wrench) for this purpose. My local
home center has them for $1 in the nuts and bolts section. They can also be ordered with in-store pickup at
many home centers for $3 for 3-5 of them. The hex
keys come in two lengths, 3˝ and 5˝. Either will do.
Also pictured is the completed link or attachment.

Making the Adapter
Caution Make sure to wear safety glasses and observe
all safety precautions when using machines or hand
tools. Know how to use them.
Lets get started. Cut 11⁄2˝ off your hex rod or hex
key. Chuck it up in the lathe and face one end. Flip it
around and using a cutoff tool, cut it to slightly longer
than 1.3˝ then face it off like the other end so it’s
approximately 1.3˝ long. Un-chuck it and mark it
0.730˝ from one end then 0.350˝ from the other. This
will give us a 0.250˝ long hex part in the middle to
tighten the adapter to the soldering iron using a 1⁄4˝
wrench.

(L) Cut a 11⁄2˝ piece of 1⁄4˝ hex rod, then (R) face off each end to
give a final 1.3˝ length

Chuck up the piece with the longer 0.730˝ side
out. Turn it to exactly 0.203˝ in diameter. At the
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juncture where the 0.203˝ meets the hex in the middle, make a slight relief cut. Then mark from the end,
0.380˝ and turn that to 0.164˝ in diameter putting a
slight relief cut where it meets the 0.203˝ section. Flip
over the piece and turn the 0.350˝ long section to
exactly 0.190˝ diameter. Bevel each end a slight
amount.

Using a 10-24 threading die, thread this end
0.350˝ long. This side screws into the soldering iron.
Flip it over and using an 8-32 threading die, thread
the end that is 0.380˝ long. This side screws into the
arrow point screw-in insert.

We’re Done making the part. Next we’ll show
how to use it.

Using the Insert Remover
Caution Soldering irons or wood burners get hot, hot
Continued on the Next Page
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enough to melt solder! Be sure to use in a safe area as
not to burn anything and know how to use it. Also,
make sure you have a holder for it when it is not being
used or warming up so it won’t burn anything then.
Make sure to wear safety glasses as well. Never leave
it unattended.
Set up your work area so there’s nothing to burn.
Have a proper stand or holder to put the soldering
iron or wood burner. Get your arrows or shafts ready,
points removed, also having a place to put each one
that’s completed keeping in mind the end may be hot.
Before plugging in the soldering iron, remove the tip,
may need pliers. Screw in our adapter and tighten
with a 1⁄4˝ open end wrench until snug, don’t bear
down on it. Keep the wrench in your work area as the
adapter may loosen. Get one or two spring type
wooden clothespins, larger ones if you have that
choice. I have a bag of both large and small. Have a

metal tray to put the removed point inserts.
Here’s an insert starting to come out.

Here’s one that was just pulled out.

Plug in the soldering iron. In my case I let the
soldering iron heat for five minutes (see photo left).
That beautiful shiny adapter will turn dark blue

Tired of Coming In Out of the Money?
Are you . . . ?
An archer who is just starting to compete who
wants to get a head start on learning how to win.
Are you . . . ?
An archer who has been competing for a year or so and
is frustrated because you are not making more progress.
Are you . . . ?
An archer who has competed for quite a while but
never seems to get to those top three spots.
Then . . .
Winning Archery is the book for you! If you have read all of the “how to
shoot” books and attended the shooter’s schools but still find something is
missing, Winning Archery addresses all the things you need to know outside of how to shoot that have been keeping you off of the Winner’s Stand.

 pages • ISBN ---- • US $.

Available at Better Bookstores and Online
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almost looking black.
That’s okay. Having
everything ready in your
area, screw the arrow onto
the adapter. Doesn’t need
to be tight. Don’t try to
screw the soldering iron
into the arrow as the cord
may want to wrap around
the hot part. Once the shaft is completely on the
adapter, give the arrow or soldering iron slight clockwise twisting pressure. In about five seconds the insert
will start to move. Back off the twisting an 1⁄8 of a
turn and with slow pressure pull the insert out. The
“backing off ” loosens the insert on the adapter making it easier to twist off the adapter.
Put the arrow in a safe place. Caution Don’t try to
remove the insert from the iron with your fingers, it’s
hot. Also, don’t try to grab it with a pliers and twist
the soldering iron as the cord will want to wrap
around the hot iron and melt your cord. Clip a
clothespin onto the insert and screw it off and put it
into the metal tray or can. If you find the insert slips
in the clothespin, clip on a second one. If the adapter

comes loose after the
insert is removed, tighten
it with the 1⁄4˝ wrench.
This method of
removing screw-in inserts
is intended to save the
insert to reuse once the
shaft is shortened and the
heated part has been
removed. I haven’t needed to remove a screw-in insert
to replace it with a different insert or point. I haven’t
seen any damage when removing inserts glued in with
low-temp heat glue but have with super glue on carbon shafts. Use your good judgment.
If they were glued in with super glue, once cooled,
soak the inserts in nail polish remover or acetone as
that will remove the residue. For hot melt glue, you
can use a Scotch Brite pad to polish most of it off or
you can just add more hot melt to the insert, warm it
up, and wipe it all off on a rag, the freshly melted hot
melt glue will dissolve the old hot melt. If you do this,
do not hold the rag in your hand as you can burn
yourself. Fold the rag up and place it on your workbench and wipe the insert against the cloth.

Raise Money for Your Archery Club!

Generate cash for your archery club by joining the
Archery Focus Affiliate Program! It’s as Easy as 1, 2, 3!

1
2
3

Click on “Affiliate Info” on your AF account page.
Download your choice of AF banner and place it on your website.
Each time a click results in a new subscription, a 30% commision
($9.80) will be credited to the PayPal account you’ve specified.
Got Questions? Email Claudia@ArcheryFocus.com
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Confessions of an Archery Mom
Often poignant and always funny, Archery Mom Lorretta Sinclair has written
about her adventures guiding herself and three boys through the world of
archery. Navigating the shoals of coaches, equipment, tournaments, travel, and
a never-ending draw on her credit cards, she manages to find the bright side,
although not without some teeth gnashing thown in. Along the way she ends up
a mentor, coach (yes a real, as she would say, “certifiable” coach), road manager, confidant and, ever, a mom. Even the after effects of the tragic death of
her second son are bared as she writes.
Follow Lorretta’s family as they experience life in the snowy mountains of
Utah and the high desert of California, and survive everything from snow and
hail to extreme high tempertures accompanied by sandblasting winds while just
trying to shoot a few arrows.
If you are a sports parent, especially an archery parent, there is a great
deal of wisdom, humor, and even a few tears in following Lorretta on her journey.

 pages • ISBN ---- • US $.

Available from Amazon.com

Need Help Running an Archery Program?
Teaching Archery is a complete guide to setting up and operating a
public archery program. Whether teaching archery to kids at a camp,
teaching archery to adults in a park, or running an archery range at an
archery pro shop, this how-to manual will give you all the information
that you need to set up and operate your program successfully.
Appendices of never before published information contain scripts
and dialogs for instructors, class lesson plans, a glossary of terms, and
useful forms that you can duplicate and use in your own class programs.
This book is the one stop manual for building and maintaining an
effective recreational archery program. Included are many of the ideas
and techniques that have been used by Pasadena Roving Archers ( PRA
) to serve more than 10,000 recreational archers every year.
 pages • ISBN ---- • US $.

Available at Better Bookstores and Online
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Confidence and
Performance
by Steve Ruis
I have a student who said to me “You need confidence to perform well at a tournament.”
I responded by asking where that confidence
comes from? He said, “Experience . . . having “been
there, done that.” I used to believe this myself, unfortunately it doesn’t seem to be true.
I teach ambitious recreational archers who champ
at the bit to test themselves in competition. I urge
them to compete as soon as their form has solidified.
I also urge them to start at a local event and not jump
into high level competition. My argument for doing
that is that to learn about competition, you need to
experience competition pressure which comes from
doing well and placing high enough to create an
expectation of winning a medal. At local events, the
competition is lower and a relative newcomer has a
greater chance of doing
well, and experiencing competition pressure (wanting
to win, etc.)
Not all take my advice.
I am also aware that
people do jump into the
deep end of the pool and that some of these do very
well indeed. I recall sharing a target with a gentleman
who claimed that was his first competition at a
California State Outdoor Championship in Long
Beach, CA. I consider the people who do such things
as “outliers” of the Malcolm Gladwell sort, and not
representative of a normal path to success. I still recommend starting locally so as to experience success,
competition pressure, and gauge one’s progress.
But, clearly, if confidence comes from experience,

and newbies win from time to time, is confidence
really necessary for a good performance? I think it is.
I think the problem is in not clearly understanding
that experience is a source of calmness, not necessarily confidence. Confidence, I believe now, comes from
preparation, including knowing what you are doing
and mentally how you are doing it.
Confidence Comes from Preparation
Imagine you are a championship level archer, but one
who has been battling illness for the past six months,
so hasn’t had time to train much at all. Lately, you
have been feeling quite healthy and a favorite tournament of yours is just days away, the state championship. You have won this tournament multiple times
and enjoy the venue, the people who attend, and the
competition. So, you decide
to go and shoot.
So, are you confident
that you will perform well
at this tournament you are
used to winning or placing
very high in? My guess is
“no,” you will not feel confident at all because you will
not feel prepared. You may question your archery fitness and stamina, due to the layoff, and you may be
concerned that you don’t have recent practice round
scores that indicate your level of performance. In fact,
I think you would be the opposite of confident.

“If confidence comes from experience, and newbies win from time
to time, is confidence really necessary for a good performance?”
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And Preparation is. . . ?
In this context I am going to define confidence as a
Continued on the Next Page
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feeling that one can perform a task. There are many
other uses of the word but
this is the one that faces us
in archery.
I think that the preparation needed to have confidence in one’s performance
has at least three aspects.
One aspect is the physical.
The archer recovering from a prolonged illness knows
that he/she has “done it” before, that is performed at
a very high level. But the sickness has robbed them of
the connection they had to such performances, so
they need physical evidence that they can still do it.
This is why archers go to warm-up tournaments
before larger competitions. This is why practice
rounds are shot under conditions as lose to competitive as possible.
Jack Nicklaus, the champion golfer, once said,
“The way people talk about confidence you’d think
you could go down to the store and buy some. It takes
years and years to build up and one or two bad shots
and it is gone.” We all have practiced self-doubt much
more than we will ever practice self-confidence.
Still we need physical reassurance that we “still
have it.”
Another aspect is knowing what to do. This is
where experience pays off big time. If you are close to
winning a tournament and you are getting excited, do
you know what to do? “What to do” is personal
because we all are different in some ways. For example, I tend to shake quite a bit from nervous tension
and I tend to speed up my shot when under competition pressure. Thus, I know that when I am feeling
that “I am in the chase” excitement, I need to slow
down a bit and recognize that the additional movement of my sight aperture doesn’t really affect my
scores very much. (This I learned from experience.)
An archer’s skill is how well he or she can display
their prowess under changing conditions, changing
environments like sun and shade or wind coming up
or shifting direction. Skill can be developed though
insightful preparation but experience helps a great
deal.
The third aspect of
preparation is knowing how
to think as an archer. There
are things to think about
consciously as one goes
through
one’s
shot

sequence and then between
shots, too. As to the actual
shooting, that needs to be
handled subconsciously.
But losing conscious focus
while shooting leads the
subconscious mind astray as
to what it needs to be
doing. Grabbing something
off of the subconscious
mind’s list of concerns and taking care of it consciously is a big mistake. This usually happens when a
clicker or a release aid acts up and draws our conscious attention to it when we shouldn’t be thinking
about those things at all.
If you have prepared carefully, all three of these
aspects, then you can be confident but there is one
more point to be made.

“To learn about competition, you
need to experience competition
pressure which comes from
doing well and placing high
enough to create an expectation
of winning.”

Confident in What?
Can you be confident to make that “winning shot” in
a shoot off? Can you feel confident in an outcome? I
think the answer is “no.” Professional athletic stars
who want the game to be under their control in the
final seconds, all report failing more often than succeeding. Michael Jordan of basketball fame missed
more “game winning shots” than he made. Baseball
hitters, even the stars, fail to get hits twice as often as
they get hits and the known “clutch players,” the batters you want at bat for the final out never succeed
more than they fail. The same is true for soccer/football players, ice hockey players, etc.
I think the big mistake when addressing confidence is in thinking we need to be confident in an
outcome. Rather we need to be confident we can execute a normal shot under pressure. Confidence in our
ability to execute is the needed focus for our confidence, not on the outcome. You can shoot a perfect
arrow and a gust of wind can come up suddenly and
blow it off center.
If you try to convince yourself that you are confident in the outcome, thinking that is what is needed,
your focus will be on the wrong thing: the outcome
rather than the process. Plus, your self-doubt, so well
practiced as a child and
even an adult will undermine any belief you have
that you can control the
outcome because basically
you have to know that you
cannot.

“I think the big mistake when
addressing confidence is in
thinking we need to be confident
in an outcome.”
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But you can practice getting quality shots off
under duress in practice. As a coach, schedule a one
arrow shoot-off tournament during practice, then
intervene by giving archers strenuous activities to perform before their shots, for example 20 push ups, running in place for two minutes, etc. If your archers can
accomplish that in competition and if they focus on
their ability to execute their shot sequence, their confidence will be placed where it can do the most good.
And they might just win the tournament.

acknowledge that we do perform just as we need
when we need to. We should not ascribe it to luck. We
should not slough off complements (just say “Thank
you.”). All of the little steps to confident execution
need to be noted and acknowledged.
This is part of your preparation to win or at least
being confident in your ability to score well. It is part
of knowing how to think as an archer.

So To Build Confidence We Need to. . . ?
Think about this: why would you think that you could
pull off a shot you really wanted to? Why would you
be confident that you could do it? Basically, as the
Bassham’s say “You are someone who does this thing.”
and they recommend that you characterize yourself
this way as a way of building a self-image of someone
who performs well. They say things like “this is just
like me” to do this thing when we achieve something
well. Too often we beat ourselves up with that phrase:
“this is just like me to screw up at a vital point” or “I
did it again, argh!” or . . . well, I suspect you have
plenty of examples of your own.
To build confidence we need to recognize and
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Prominent in the
WAF Coaching Library!
L ARRY WISE
ON
COACHING ARCHERY
Larry Wise, one of the premier archery coaches in the
United States, is sharing his coaching wisdom, especially for coaches of compound-release archers but
also bowhunters. So, if you coach or want to “self
coach” yourself, there is now a new addition to the
coaching literature just for you.

The Watching Arrows Fly Coaching Library is a
effort to supply archery coaches with a literature, not
just on the shooting of arrows out of bows, but on
how to coach people to do that better.

The Watching Arrows Fly Coaching Library
The Principles of Coaching Archery, Vols 1 & 2 (2015)
Teaching Archery (2015)
Still More on Coaching Archery (2014)
Larry Wise on Coaching Archery (2014)
Archery Coaching How To’s (2013)
Even More on Coaching Archery (2013)
More on Coaching Archery (2010)
Coaching Archery (2008)

Available from Better Book Stores and
Online Booksellers like Amazon.com
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The
vs.
Metal Challenge
Part 1 of 2 Setting Up the Wooden Recurve
by Xander Holl
Okay, what would you do when you get a question like this: “We need somebody who has some
archery experience (read can shoot a bit), to compare
his high end setup versus an entry level wood riser
bow. How about you?” The idea behind the question
came from seeing young archers rushed into metalrisered bows and struggling with the bow’s weight
from the belief that they would shoot better with
those bows. But how much real difference is there
between the performance of a metal-risered bow and a wood-risered bow? Of
course equipment makes a difference.
Whole marketing budgets are dedicated to
make us believe that new equipment is the
best of the best, and that they will bring us
to a whole new level of archery accuracy.
But, do I believe that, ehmm. . . ? Yes, up
to a point. Archery equipment can definitely make a difference, but the gap in
between the high end and starter kit is smaller than
20 years ago. So, I said yes to this experiment and
agreed to write something about it.
What Shall We Compare?
I’ll start with the easy part, my current bow setup. I’ve
been shooting various brands over the years (still in
with love my old Yamaha Eolla), but I ended up with
Hoyt since 6-7 years ago. My current bow is Hoyt
Prodigy with a 27˝ riser and Quatro (carbon/foam)
32# medium limbs. I liked the Formula series of Hoyt
from the beginning, with the only down side being
that I need a 27˝ handle to be able to see my sight on
close targets (>20m). With this setup I have 40# on
my fingers. During the years that I shot a lot this was
around 47#, but since I now have two daughters my
time is limited to shooting once a week, so 40# is
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more than enough. Also I shoot my recurve during
the winter in indoor competitions, but during the
summer I shoot field and 3-D with my compounds.
The rest of the setup includes a Beiter button,
Shibuya rest and sight, and for stabilization I’m shooting Fuse blades in a not so standard setup. I’m a big fan
of a swing bar which I’m using together with a 33˝
front rod and two 27˝ side rods. The swing bar is a sort
of connection bar with two bearings inside of it.

Through these bearings there is an axle which is located about two inches below the wrist of my bow hand.
The two 27˝ rods go on either side, and can swing
back and forward due to the bearings. This is a dead
steady setup when aiming at a target, especially for up
and downward shooting on field archery courses.
To make a good comparison I chose to keep
everything as close as possible to my current bow,
with the only change being the bow handle and limbs.
To be as budget friendly as possible I looked for a less
expensive wooden handle and simple limbs. A quick
look at the internet found me the following a nice
wooden setup; The Ragim Wildcat plus handle,
together with Ragim Matrix limbs. This is available
in the Netherlands for €81.50, around US$92. I
ordered this in a 70˝ 34# configuration (my Hoyt is
Continued on the Next Page
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tuned a bit stronger than standard). In this way I
should be able to tune my arrows (Easton A/C/E 670
spine) on the wooden bow.
Setting up the Wooden Recurve
After receiving the package from a local archery shop
I began to set up the bow. I must say, I haven’t
touched a wooden bow in years, and was really
amazed at their current quality level. My first bow
was, of course, a wooden bow, and I remember the
limb pockets being made of aluminum, which fitted
but it wasn’t a perfect fit. A first look at my chosen
bow, showed a “cheap” looking plastic limb pocket,
but be aware this is a really smart thing.
The plastic limb fitting is not the next step in cost
price reduction, but actually gives you the option to
align your limbs with the handle of your bow. So
although tiller tuning isn’t an option, you can fine
tune your rig. With two set screws the angle of the
limb fitting can be adjusted, which turns the limbs to
either the left or right, whatever is desired.

This is how I check to see if the limbs are centered (see text).

accessories to the bow, so I installed the swing bar,
stabilizers, sight, Shibuya arrow rest and a Beiter button. Because the Ragim bow has a much lighter mass
weight, I needed to add some additional weights to
the stabilizers, so this would be as close as possible to
the mass of my Hoyt recurve.
With the bow complete I could start with the first
steps of tuning.

The Ragim limb pockets contain two adjustment screws that allows
for some limb position adjustment.

There are various ways to check your alignment, I
always use the method of looking at the position of
the limb tip versus the center line of the bow. This is,
in my opinion, one of the most accurate systems,
because you use the full length of the bow as a reference point. The Ragim bow didn’t need a lot of tuning in this area. Out of the box the bow was already
quite straight. Only the top limb pocket needed some
minor adjustment, before the limb tips were nicely
aligned with the center of the limbs.
The next step, of course, is adding all the needed
32

Bow complete!

Tuning
Because tiller tuning is out of the question, the only
thing to play around is the arrow rest, button location
and pressure, and nocking point. The tiller measured
4 mm (about 5⁄32˝), so not so far off what I would
choose as a starting point (2 mm). I set a nocking
point at 3 mm, and then took a look at the arrow position on the bow, with the button installed.
This is where I ran into a problem. Because this
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So something what’s easily done with any cast or
CNC riser, is not possible with a wooden riser of this
price. Cutting the handle further off of center, with
wood, would simply cause it to break.
Therefore when tuning your arrow, you can’t
bring it to the desired position close to the center of
the bow, not even close actually, I’m not able to bring
the arrow any closer than a 10 mm offset (arrow point
versus string), without having troubles that my arrow
will hit the handle when exiting the bow.
I guess this will be the starting point, before
shooting the bow. In basic the bow setup looks good,
tiller is okay, the limbs are aligned. Only the arrow
position worries me a bit, because this means very little room to fine tune the bow. We’ll see at the shooting range.
This will be covered next time.
The lack of a sight window cut across the centerline prevents optimal
centershot positioning of the arrow. Oh, well!

is a wooden bow, to make the handle strong enough
the sight window isn’t cut through the center of the
riser. This can be seen in the photo above, the right
side of the handle at the sight window area is at the
center of the bow (look at the string for reference).

Finally, A Book On Coaching Archery
for Beginning Coaches!
There are lots of books about archery—about archery form, archery execution,
archery equipment, even archery history; but there weren’t any books in print
on archery coaching . . . until now. Finally there is a book on coaching for beginning to intermediate archery coaches. In Coaching Archery you will learn not
what to teach (which you can get that from those other books) but how to
teach it and much more you won’t get from certification courses.Topics include:
• tips on running programs
• the styles of archery
• the mental side of archery
• an exploration of archery coaching styles
• helping with equipment
• coaching at tournaments
• plus, advice on becoming a better coach from some top coaches
There are even seven whole pages of resources for coaches! If you are a archery
coach looking to increase your coaching skills, this is the book for you!
 pages • ISBN ---- • US $.

Makes A Great Gift for New Coaches
Archery Focus
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Available Everywhere!
The AER Recreational Archery Curriculum takes beginning recurve, compound, and traditional
archers from their first arrow all the way up to competing in major archery competitions. Detailed,
step-by-step instructions tell beginning archers how to become intermediate level archers and then
how to advance to expert levels. Each instruction includes an evaluation device so archers and coaches can track progress.
The Complete Archer’s Guide is provided for student-archers of all ages who wish to be able to
see and read about what they will be learning but is not required for participation in a program using
this curriculum. The Coach’s Guide inludes the entire Complete Archer’s Guide with copious annotations and extensive appendices on what to teach and when and how to teach it.
The Curriculum is entirely flexible so Coaches and Archers can adapt it to their needs by changing the order of instructions or even replacing or augmenting them. Additional support is being provided to both Coaches and Archers at www.ArcheryEducationResources.com. All programs need to do
to adopt and use this curriculum is to purchase one copy of the Coach’s Guide. Get your copy today!

All of this is
included in here!

Available from Amazon.com
and ArcheryEducationResources.com!
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My Coaching Bag
by Randi Smith
Traveling as a coach over the last few years,
there are lots of things I’ve learned to take with me
- and have the athletes take with them. Sometimes
they seem kind of silly or unnecessary, but they’ve
come in handy.
At least one coach on each trip has a complete
tool bag and most archers also have tools. These are
the non-equipment related items that I take. I used
to use a backpack; I now use a small roller bag. It’s
easier to find things, it holds more, and it’s much
easier to carry.
Stuff I Take, But the Athletes
Don’t Necessarily Need, On The Field
American flags I usually carry at least two. They can
mark our area under the tents; and, at one tournament, the organizers had not been able to find one.

Easy to eat snacks We tell the athletes to bring
their own snacks – and they usually do – but some
days go a lot longer than expected and they run out.
I try to have extra nutrition bars (ProBars or Cliff
Bars or something similar) in case anyone needs
them (see photo below). I try to avoid anything that
will melt (e.g. chocolate), or that will make their
hands sticky (e.g. oranges).
Small cooler Ice is very often not available outside of the USA, but even if it’s not available, a small
Continued on the Next Page

Portable power supplies for phones and/or tablets
A lot of tournaments now put out information
electronically, and if you have to keep your phone
on all day it might run out of power. I make sure I
have enough extra power to last at least eight
hours. I also take a small thumb drive (see photo
above right).
Small notebook I keep all sorts of notes, from
target assignments to things I want to bring up at a
team meeting. It’s a lot easier than trying to
remember everything.
Archery Focus
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cooler can keep things
out of the sun and a little
bit cooler. When ice is
available, we can put
some in plastic bags to
stay clean for drinks, or to
be ready for icing sore
muscles. The snacks can
be packed in it for travel.
Peanut butter When
I started traveling with
the para team I would
take two large jars of
peanut butter, but international
food
has
improved, so I don’t take
that much. It’s usually
easy to find bread and
jam or honey, so we can
make sandwiches if we
need them. It’s also good
with apples or bananas. (If you do take peanut butter, make sure you pack it so TSA can get to it easily. I also recommend you put it inside a plastic
bag.)
Safety pins and alligator clips They can be used
to attach competitor numbers (either to a shirt or
quiver) and they can also be used to keep clothing
out of the way.
Markers in a couple of colors We use them to put
names on water bottles (in a lot of places, the water
bottles we get are liter-sized, and each team member gets one or two for the day). This way not as
much gets wasted. They can also be used to mark
equipment (we mark with names and USA) or
make signs. I always include at least one silver
marker in case we need
to mark arrows.
Copies of passports,
travel itineraries, classification cards These have
come in handy many
times and I’ve been glad
I had them. I don’t take
the paper copies anymore, but I have the
copies on my phone and
my iPad. I make sure
they will be available
even if we don’t have
Wi-Fi—don’t plan on
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the internet always being
available.
Stuff I Take, But the
Athletes Don’t Necessarily Need, In The
Hotel
Doorstop Very handy in
hotels, especially if you
need to meet with athletes and you don’t want
the door closed. It can
also signify “open” hours,
if athletes want to come
chat.
Thank you notes and
thank you gifts A gift for
the organizing committee is usually provided
for the team, but often
there are others you
might want to thank: a great bus driver, an interpreter, or someone at the hotel. I usually have the
team sign a couple of targets that can be used as
gifts as well (see photo top opposite).
Office supplies I learned about taking this from
one of our first team managers (Thanks, Kim!). I
take a plastic storage container with tape, scissors,
stapler, post-it notes, extra pens and pencils, paper
clips, rubber bands, etc (see photo below). It stays
with my travel stuff so I can just grab it and so I
don’t have to re-do it every trip. (I will usually take
this back and forth from the field to the hotel.)
Adapters, converters, and charging cords and
plugs I take extra - someone will forget theirs or
need an extra.
My own towel and
pillowcase I take my own
towel because I never
know what there will be
in the hotel. I don’t
always like the smell of
the laundry soap used in
hotels, so the pillowcase
can help with that as
well. For both, I make
sure they are an unusual
color, something that
most likely won’t be mistaken as belonging to the
hotel.
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Stuff I Recommend For
Everyone
Duct tape Duct tape is
one of those “not so valuable” items that can be
“very valuable” when you
need it! It can be used to
cover trademarks, repair
bow cases and quivers,
and even hold up the
flag.
Flashlight Another
item that might not get
used often, but when you
need it, it’s nice to have
it, is a flashlight(delete).
Toilet paper or tissues
In case there isn’t any
where you’re going!
(Disinfecting wipes can be nice as well.)
Plastic bags in lots of sizes Garbage bags can be
used as rain gear in an emergency or they can keep
a wheelchair cushion dry. They can also be used to
cover backpacks and bow
cases from the weather.
Smaller ones can be used
for snacks (to take something from breakfast for
a mid-morning snack),
or to cover scopes while
not shooting, or to take
wet stuff home.
For the Weather
Warm hat If it’s cold, a
warm hat can make a big
difference. Athletes usually bring hats to keep
the sun out of their eyes,
but
sometimes
the
warmth is just as important.
Gloves and hand
warmers Again, both are
nice when it’s cold!
Extra socks If it’s
cold and wet, a dry pair
of socks in the middle of
the day can be wonderful. You can put the wet
ones in one of the plastic
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bags!
Cold and wet weather
gear I have two sets: one
set for cold, and one set
to keep me dry. If necessary, I can use both. I
encourage athletes to
bring both as well and to
bring stuff they know
they can shoot in. Some
will prefer to get wet
especially if it’s warm,
but they will have dry
stuff when they are done
shooting (see photos)
Microfiber/absorbent
towels These come in
handy if the weather is
bad. They can be used to
dry equipment and people.
Books or games or music with headphones At
most para events there is a lot of waiting, especially for busses, and sometimes the bus rides are long.
Having something to do
that doesn’t bother others is a good idea. They
are also nice between
rounds or during breaks.

And some archers just don’t mind getting wet.
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Putting It Together
. . . The Bow
by Simon Needham
Dividing archery into its component parts –
equipment, tuning, psychology, training, practice
competition, etc. is a fairly common way to put the
sport together, but they are all interdependent, the
thread of this first article is to connect those bits
together.
Although I have shot since 1968 on and off, I did
so at first as a social archer, and did not do much more
than just shoot the equipment I had, it was not until
1988 when I joined Links archers that I became more
interested with the other aspects of the sport and
started taking it more seriously, learning about what it
takes to try to reach the top. On the way I have given
a number of talks, initially to club members, other
clubs, squads, coaches. At first after giving a talk I
found that once I had verbalised what I was doing, it
enabled me to revise what I was doing and improve.
Club members would say ‘a month ago you said try
this, and now you are doing something else!’ Giving
talks is a great way of ordering your thoughts and procedures, especially when archers ask questions you
have not thought about. As time and experience went
on I found that I consolidated my knowledge and
there were fewer changes in how I perceived archery
works. Even now archers ask things that either I had
not thought about, or what I thought was obvious but
actually isn’t.
When I have been asked to give talks to archers,
I usually ask the organiser/ coach what they think the
archers need to know, invariably they know what their
archers are missing, but none of the archers listen to
them—because they always say that! That gives me
the opportunity to support what the coach has been
telling them. I have also found that an ‘open’ talk that
only has a loose theme works well, as you can spend
most of the time answering the questions that the
archers are actually looking for answers to. A fixed
talk all about strings for two hours is fine, but only if
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your audience needs to know about strings, if they
already have those skills you are just going to bore
them. But when it comes down to it and you do not
have a theme to go on, what does one talk about?
This is a long preamble, but. . . .
It is all very well telling people how to shoot, the
key however is telling them why they should do it like
that. It is based on how the mind and body works, and
physics or if you prefer, engineering. And all of it is all
based around one thing: the eye! Here’s the funny
thing, although it is the key to shooting, on the execution of the shot it only plays a very small role as it
is only used to see the string, the sight, and the centre
of the gold. But it is what everything else is based
upon.
Point of Focus and Line of Focus
The point of focus is that single point when you look
at something that has no up and down or left and
right. So looking at this page, you are aware of it all
and see it has words on it, but to read it, you look at
individual words or clusters of words. But you are able
to look at the first or last letter of a word and
focussing on one letter at a time. If you look at the “i”
in ‘time’ it has no noticeable left or right but has up
and down; it is not until you look at the dot(.) of the
“i” that you are focussing on a point. When looking at
targets, you can see all the bosses, you can draw your
attention to your boss, you can look at your target,
even at 70 m you will be able to change your point of
focus left and right of the gold, it is not until you settle your focus on the gold or “red at 9 o’clock” that you
have a point of focus.
Now you have established what the point of focus
is, the line of focus is easy. It is an imaginary line from
your dominant eye to the point of focus. It is to the
line of focus that you align your body and bow. It is
important that once you have come to full draw all the
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eye’s attention is maintained only on the point of
focus, in doing so string and sight must also be on
that line of focus, because as soon as the point of focus
is changed so does the body alignment, and the
arrows impact will be influenced in the same direction
as the change in point of focus.
So, it is important that for every distance and target size you shoot, ascertain what the point of focus
will be. For me shooting a FITA 90 m and 50 m the
gold is the point of focus. At 70 m and 30 m the ‘point
of focus’ is smaller than the size of the gold. For 18 m
the gold on a 40 cm face is the ‘point of focus’ but for
a 60 cm face (in the UK we use it for a Portsmouth
round) at a similar distance 20 yds), the point of focus
is smaller than the gold. Traditionally new archers are
taught to aim at the gold, which is a reasonable way
to start. As they get better, aiming at the gold on a
large face, gives them an area to aim at not a point, so
they satisfy the requirement of aiming at the gold but
their groups do not improve. For example, if they are
actually capable of shooting gold-sized groups, but
are aiming anywhere in the gold when they shoot, the
group size will include all of the red. However if they
focus on the centre of the gold all their arrows should
be in the gold. For me, I am able to visualise a dot (an

imaginary point of focus) in the centre of the gold,
once I have shot a couple of ends into the ten, I can
aim at the holes that are there. It also enables me to
visualise a spot anywhere on the target for when I am
‘aiming off ’ in the wind. Some archers find it easier to
focus on the divide between the red and gold either at
3 or 9 o’clock. This practice provides a definite point
of focus and with a slight adjustment of the sight so
that the arrows impact the centre, this will enable the
archer to maintain the group size they are actually
capable of shooting. One way of testing this is to pin
up a new target face back to front, and with a marker
put a dot that is it enough to be seen by the archer, but
small enough to qualify as a ‘point of focus’ and get
them to shoot a round just using the dot. Then
remove the face and score the holes that have been
made. This will enable you to identify if it is a consistency or an aiming issue that the archer needs to work
on.
String Picture
This is the alignment of the string and the sight to
the line of focus. For many years it has been taught
that the string should be lined up with the inside edge
Continued on the Next Page

Tired of Coming In Out of the Money?
Are you . . . ?
An archer who is just starting to compete who
wants to get a head start on learning how to win.
Are you . . . ?
An archer who has been competing for a year or so and
is frustrated because you are not making more progress.
Are you . . . ?
An archer who has competed for quite a while but
never seems to get to those top three spots.
Then . . .
Winning Archery is the book for you! If you have read all of the “how to
shoot” books and attended the shooter’s schools but still find something is
missing, Winning Archery addresses all the things you need to know outside of how to shoot that have been keeping you off of the Winner’s Stand.

 pages • ISBN ---- • US $.

Available at Better Bookstores and Online
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of the bow window, the issue I have with this is that
the bow window is not on the same line as the line of
focus! Many years ago the bow window was on the
centre line of the riser, so would be on the line of
focus. Modern bows are cut past centre, so now to
align the string with the bow window you have to
look away from your point of focus. If you maintain
your point of focus on the target, but try to use your
peripheral vision to place the string on the bow window you will get alignment errors, and therefore
wider groups.
I feel the best position for the string picture is
(right-handed archer) cutting the right hand side of
the sight ring, this ensures that your eye, string, sight
and gold are all on the line of focus (see photo below).
As the string is so close to your aiming eye at full
draw, it will be blurry. You can choose to look through
the left of the blur of the string, or past the edge of the
blur. As long as you can see the same picture every
time out, you will have consistency. For me, when I
was shooting my best, at 18 m if I shifted my alignment from looking through the ‘blur’ to just past it, it
would make the difference between a 10 or a 9.

The colour of the string materiel is another factor
to take into account, I tend to use a light coloured
string materiel for indoors and a dark one for outdoors depending on light conditions. A dark string in
poor light is difficult to make out. So using a light
coloured string enables you to maintain a consistent
string picture when the light is poor. However, if you
use a light string in bright conditions it appears to be
very wide, leading to inconsistencies, so using a dark
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coloured string when it is bright, gives a thinner line
enabling consistency. I am not a fan of multi-coloured
strings, they look nice, but I think can lead to alignment issues depending on which of the colours is predominant on a draw, leading to wider groups.
Setting up the Bow—True Centre
The true centre of the riser is the plane drawn from
the centre of the front to the centre of the back of the
riser. , if the riser was a solid block of materiel, the
plane would split the riser in half vertically. This, like
the line of sight, is a reference for positioning many
parts of the bow.
In theory the long rod should be aligned to the
true centre of the bow, although this is not always the
case. It is possible that the bushing in the riser is out
of plane, or that the washers on the stabilisers are of
uneven thickness, causing the long rod to be out of
alignment. So to check the alignment of the long rod
I use a new parallel shafted arrow and place it in the
sight window, parallel to the long rod, looking from
the side. By looking down the arrow and long rod to
see if they run parallel to each other, this way I can
determine if the long rod does lie on true centre.
Some risers are easier to check than others depending
on their construction. I will position the arrow shaft
in a number of places on either side of the sight window of the riser, including the sight block, to satisfy
myself that the long rod is lying on true centre.
Invariably the long rod will not lie on true centre.
The first thing to check is whether the washers on the

long rod/extension are causing the issue. I remove the
washers from my system so that the fit is the same
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every time. If a washer is deformed, every time you
put the stabilisers together, the angle of the long rod
will be different giving you variable shooting feel and
results. Best to remove them! If that does not
straighten up the long rod’s alignment, then it could
be the long rod bush that is out. To prove this you can
try with just the long rod on its own, then test again
with someone else’s long rod. Note If you think that
it is your long rod that it the issue I would check to
make sure the long rod threads are not askew. If it is
a single tubular long rod, you can put it on an arrow
spinner and rotate it back and forth to see if the
threads are in alignment with the rod. If the threads
wobble around (indicating they are at an angle to the
rod), the problem is with the rod and not the
bush/bow. If it still does not line up with true centre,
it is likely that the bush is out. If true centre lies within the width of the long rod, that is looking down on
the arrow and the long rod in the sight window, if the
alignment runs off a little left or right but remains
within the width of an Easton long rod, then I would
not make any further adjustments. To help with this
you could stack a blank business card between the
long rod tip weights and mark on it where true centre
is. This will help when setting up the limbs in the
bow.
If the true centre lies outside of the width of the
long rod, I would take a fine file to the bush and
remove a little materiel on the side you want the long
rod to move to, this needs to be done a little at a time,
it is surprising how little materiel needs to be
removed, a couple of draws of the file can usually sort
it out.
It is important that true centre lies within the
width of the long rod, so that when the bow is shot
the power stroke is on the same line as the long rod,
otherwise the bow will ‘kick’ to one side.
Fitting the Limbs
The bow can now have the limbs fitted. Once the
limbs are in place and you have settled the limbs in by
giving the string a couple of ‘twangs’ (drawing it 2
and letting go) you must check that the limbs fit
properly. There must be no lateral movement of the
limbs in the pockets. If there is any movement it will
give irregular limb alignment to true centre. The distance between the dovetail and the “U” cut out in the
limb butt is approximately one tenth of the limb
length. Therefore 0.1 mm movement at the butt will
be 1 mm at the limb tip.
To check this, I hold the limb pocket against my
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chest, with the riser in one hand and the limb in the
other and pull the limb sideways in the pocket, then
turn it round and do the same action to the other side.
There should be no left or right movement in the
pocket of the limb. Both top and bottom limbs should
be checked to ensure that there is no movement.
If there is movement, you will need a helping finger resting between the riser and the limb to determine where the movement is coming from. It will be
either the dovetail slot or the U cut out in the limb
and tiller bolt. If it is the U cut out a wipe of epoxy in
the end of the limb, will probably take up the gap. If
it is at the dovetail, it is not so easy to remedy, it could
possible need new locators. You can try someone else’s
limbs that do not have movement in their riser and
they can try yours in theirs. This will help you determine if it is the riser or the limbs that is the issue. If
it is the riser, it will depend if the locator can be
changed, if not, it may require a new riser!
At this point you can roughly set the brace height
and tiller (4 mm to 6 mm positive).
Limb Alignment
I use Beiter limb gauges to set up the limbs, I fit them
at the point where the limbs locate into the bow.
First Operation
The first thing to do is to align the limbs with the
gauges top and bottom, this will require you to move
the limbs in opposite directions to get this alignment.
Second Operation
Next the alignment needs to be adjusted so that not
only does the string remain central in the gauges, but
also falls through the true centre of the bow, as determined when locating true centre against the long rod
position. In this adjustment bow limbs need to be
moved in the same direction.
Once completed the string should fall through
the centre of both gauges and the true centre of the
bow.
You can now take another look at the brace
height and tiller. If you are unsure of the brace height,
mid-way on the manufacturer’s recommendation is a
good start.
Tiller
Tiller is measured from the distances from where the
limb meets the riser to the string, top and bottom.
Zero tiller is set when both distances are the same.
Continued on the Next Page
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Because you do not pull the bow in the centre of the
string, with zero tiller the top limb will bend more
than the bottom limb so when you release the limbs
will move at different velocities. To compensate for
this the gap between the top limb and the string is
bigger than the bottom limb and the string – positive
tiller.
I normally set bow up with 4 mm to 6 mm positive tiller. After many hours of testing, if the limbs are
matched – have the same strength, this distance is a
good position. Testing if the limbs are matched will be
carried out during tuning.

see if the rest has moved. Looking from the top of the
arrow you should only be able to see the tip of rest
wire. Ideally the wire looking from the side should
only be just off flat with the tip rising. The arrow
should be touching the rest in line with the button.

Sight
The sight can now be set so that the string cuts the
r/h side of the sight ring, your string picture. To check
that the sight bar is aligned you can move the aperture
to the top of the unit. Check the alignment with true
centre and the string, then move it to the bottom of
the sight rail. If the sight is fitted correctly the sight
ring compared against the string will be in the same
position.
Rest and Button
Personally I like Spigarelli magnetic rests as they are
robust. The first thing I do to it is remove the hook on
the end by straightening out the wire so that it is flat.
On a well-tuned bow the first movement of the arrow
is against the button, the second is away from the button, if you leave the hook in place it will deflect the
path of the arrow. The best button I have found is the
Beiter button, easy to adjust and reset to the same
adjustment every time, but most of all the tip does not
wear. So once set, the position of the arrow in the bow
will not change due to tip wear.
Putting your arrow in the bow, you can now adjust
the rest and button. I set the rest so that it is positioned
midpoint against the button tip, this is so I can easily
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The arrow should be set in the bow so that, lining
up the string with the centre of the bow, the full tip of
the arrow should be seen to the left of the string. This
is a good start point for the arrow position, but it is
not critical, with the final position only determined by
tuning.
Balance of the Bow
The final part of the static setup is the balance
(dynamic and static) of the bow. To ensure that the
limb’s energy is optimised, the balance above and
below the pivot point should be the same. The
dynamic balance is determined by balancing the bow
opposite the pressure point on the grip (long rod
pointing to the floor) this ensures that the turning
moments above and below the pivot point are the
same. If the balance is below the pivot point (bottom
of the riser heavy), when the archer looses, the bottom
limb will work harder than the top limb causing the
nock path on release to drop.
The static balance point is approximately one
inch out from the riser. With the bow upside down
with the long rod parallel to the floor, the long
rod\extension can be rested on the side of your hand,
balance should be approximately one inch from the
riser. Static balance ensures that at full draw the
weight of the bow is neutral in the hand, ensuring
that there is no torque in the wrist of the bow hand.
If long rod weight is too high, at full draw the bow
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now works around the line of focus.
Alignment
Using the string picture of the string lined up with the
right-hand edge of the sight ring, the long rod lies on
the line of focus, pointing in line with the point of
focus. The limbs, when the string is released, move
directly along the line of focus. The centreline that the
string path follows on release, is also on the line of
focus.
It is through tuning that we can get the arrows to
hit the point of focus.
hand induces a torque, trying to keep the long rod up,
on release of the string the torque induces an upward
kick on the long rod.
With the bow set up in this manner, everything

Summary
I have always believed that an archer’s newly acquired
equipment should be fully set up prior to any arrows
shot. This way the first arrows shot out of a bow will
give the archer positive kinaesthetic feedback.
Basing the static and dynamic bow setup around
the line of focus, I feel gives structure to why the setup
is so important for any level of archer. When learning
to drive you would want to learn in a car that is fully
operational, this insures that whatever level of driving
skill the driver has it is only the driver’s skill that limits their performance. You don’t remove a wheel
because the driver isn’t very good! With good bow
setup the archer can shoot to their current potential.

Finally, An Archery Book for Kids!
Written for an 8-14 year old audience, Archery for Kids explores
with text, photos, and diagrams all the questions new archers have
about the sport they are embracing. And, each chapter ends with a
Q&A session based on the most common question kids ask about
archery.
Kids learn about the sport from one of the most knowledgable
coaches around, Steve Ruis.
Topics include:
• How to always be safe
• The ins and outs of bows and arrows
• How to buy your own gear
• How to shoot, and
• How to compete.

Makes a Great Gift for a Young Archer
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Two Hot Books from WAF!
Watching Arrows Fly Has Archery Books
for Kids and Their Parents!

Do you know new young archers or
parents of new archers?
Get them started right with these new guides!
Written for an 8-14 year old audience, Archery for
Kids explores with text, photos, and diagrams all the
questions new archers have about the sport they are
embracing. In fact, each chapter ends with a Q&A
session based on the most common question kids ask
about archery.
Kids learn about the sport from one of the most
knowledgable coaches around, Steve Ruis.
Topics include:
• How to always be safe
• The ins and outs of bows and arrows
• How to buy your own gear
• How to shoot, and
• How to compete.

Finally, parents with kids getting involved in
archery have a book just for them. Everything parents want to know is covered, like:
• How to tell if an archery class is safe
• How to protect your pocketbook
• How to deal with archery equipment
• How to find and work with coaches
• How to tell if your child is getting serious about
archery
• How to deal with archery organizations
• Whether you should coach your own child
• . . . and a great deal more about archery technique,
execution, and equipment.
Get your copy of A Parent’s Guide to Archery today!

Available from Better Book Stores and
Online Booksellers like Amazon.com
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AER Articles for Coaches

Getting Serious:Helping
Them with New Arrows
Part of Archery Coach Fundamentals by AER
Of all of the minefields in archery equipment, the
absolute worst is arrows. Many archers with decades
of experience seem not to know the basics of arrow
selection and tuning. This is why you will be called
upon, often, to help serious new archers in getting
new arrows.
New Arrows
When archers become serious about the sport, they
are often improving at a rapid pace. Part of that
improvement involves draw weight increases and also
draw length changes, even if they are not still growing
(developing form generally leads to a different draw
length). All of these changes will eventually require a

“Of all of the minefields in
archery equipment, the absolute
worst is arrows.”
different arrow, how different depends on a great
many things, things like the student’s budget for
archery gear, the student’s competition venues (indoor
and outdoor archery have different requirements as
do 3-D and target).
When changing from one type of arrow (say aluminum shafted ones) to another type (all carbon or
aluminum-carbon) is basically like starting from
scratch. There is a long list of information needed to
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make any arrow purchase. Here’s a list:
• What kind of bow do you shoot (recurve, compound, longbow)? If it is a compound, what kind
of eccentrics are on the bow (high, medium, or low
energy)?
• What is the draw weight of your bow at your draw
length? If it is a compound, they want to know the
“peak weight.”
• What is your draw length?
• What shaft manufacturer do you want your shafts
from?
• What size shaft?
• What “cut length” for those shafts (how long do
you want them to be)?
• What kind of arrow points do you want installed?
• What weight of arrow points do you want?
• What kind and size of nocks do you want?
• What color nocks do you want?
• What manufacturer and kind of fletches do you
want?
• What size and color of fletches do you want?
And, if you order wrong, the sellers are under no
obligation to take them back. The error is yours, not
theirs. This is not an impossible task, but you will
need help. Everyone needs help from time to time,
even us.
If you have a high quality archery shop in your
neighborhood to send your students to, they can solve
Continued on the Next Page
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most of these things for you. They can show
them all of their choices and then can build
the arrows you need. Be sure to have them
take their bow along because some things need
to be measured.
They Will Need Help
Even if there is a quality shop nearby, there are still
myriad problems. Have you seen how many arrow
shaft makers there are? How familiar are you with
them?
We have a base set of manufacturers we recommend as we have experience in working with those
shafts and can thereby help more effectively. Of
course, if a special deal shows up on another brand,
those are always worth considering but caution is
always needed in that case.
We have an entire process when fitting students
for a new bow (Bowfitting) or new arrows
(Arrowfitting) which we have written about before.
We use a form and fill in all of the information above
as we go (not necessarily the colors). This involves
measuring their draw length and draw weight, and
determining whether these are going to change in the
future and by how much.
We do this and encourage our students to get
archery catalogs from online retailers, such as
Lancaster Archery Supply, so they can look things up

“If you do have a good local
shop, we urge you to recommend them, even if they do not
have the best prices your students can find scouring the
Internet. They have something to
offset the best price and that is
personal service. ”
and educate themselves. They can also go online and
check out the retailers there. If you do have a good
local shop, we urge you to recommend them, even if
they do not have the best prices your students can find
scouring the Internet. They have something to offset
the best price and that is personal service. You get very
little of that, or none, when buying remotely. And,
basically, if enough of you do not support your local
shop, it will cease to exist and you will not have that
option any more. Of course, if they provide poor ser46

vice and outrageous pricing, they do not deserve your
student’s patronage. As coaches when we refer students to shops, we follow up and ask if they felt they
were well-served. If not, we stop making recommendations of that shop. We also suggest you go to the
shop, if you haven’t already, and introduce yourself
and see what they can offer your students. Some
shops specialize in serving bowhunters, many fewer
specialize in serving target archers, a few try to do
both. Many owners are quite cooperative and will
work with you to stock a few things commonly needed or to make things easier to order for your students.
Some even have specialist employees that you can
direct your students to when they visit the shop.
If they cannot manage to get arrows custom
made, someone will have to assemble them. You will

“We do this and encourage our
students to get archery catalogs
from online retailers, such as
Lancaster Archery Supply, so
they can look things up and
educate themselves. ”
probably be called upon to do this many times for
many students, if you have the skills involved, but we
suggest you also teach them how to do this for themselves. It doesn’t require much equipment or skill, just
some practice and a few supplies and tools. And they
will be able to do repairs for themselves and possibly
make their own “new” arrows in the future.
Tuning Them In
Tuning arrows to an archer and his/her bow is making minute adjustments to the arrows so that they
perform as well as can be. This is where being able to
assemble arrows, at least in part, is very valuable. The
most important tuning parameter for any arrows is
shaft length. The basic tuning procedure for new
arrows involves buying the arrows or shafts full length
and then cutting them in stages until they perform as
well as can be. We will address that in the next issue.
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New from the
The WAF Coaching Library!

TEACHING ARCHERY
by Van Webster

Running a
Recreational
Archery Program

Teaching Archery is a complete guide to setting up and operating a public archery program. Whether teaching archery to
kids at a camp, teaching archery to adults in a park, or running
an archery range at an archery pro shop, this how-to manual
will give you all the information that you need to set up and
operate your program successfully.
Appendices of never before published information contain scripts and dialogs for instructors, class lesson plans, a
glossary of terms, and useful forms that you can duplicate and
use in your own class programs.
This book is the one stop manual for building and maintaining an effective recreational archery program. Included are
many of the ideas and techniques that have been used by
Pasadena Roving Archers ( PRA ) to serve more than 10,000
recreational archers every year.
The Watching Arrows Fly Coaching Library is a effort to
supply archery coaches with a literature not just on the shooting of arrows out of bows but on how to coach people to do
that better.

The Watching Arrows Fly Coaching Library
The Principles of Coaching Archery, Vols 1 & 2 (2015)
Teaching Archery (2015)
Still More on Coaching Archery (2014)
Larry Wise on Coaching Archery (2014)
Archery Coaching How To’s (2013)
Even More on Coaching Archery (2013)
More on Coaching Archery (2010)
Coaching Archery (2008)

Available from Better Book Stores and
Online Booksellers like Amazon.com

New in the WAF Coaching Library!

The Principles of
Coaching Archery
Volume 1

Surely there are principles to guide coaches of archery. Uh, like
“Be positive!” and “Never describe how they are doing it wrong,
describe how to do it right.” and . . . . and . . . .yeah, Steve Ruis ran
into the same problem. But he persevered and here is the first
extensive collection of coaching prionciples for archery coaches,
with explanations.
The
Watching Arrows Fly
Coaching Library is a effort to supply archery coaches with a literature,
not just on the shooting of arrows
out of bows but on how to coach
people to do that better.

and Available Now! Volume 2

The Watching Arrows Fly Coaching Library
The Principles of Coaching Archery (2015)
Teaching Archery (2015)
Still More on Coaching Archery (2014)
Larry Wise on Coaching Archery (2014)
Archery Coaching How To’s (2013)
Even More on Coaching Archery (2013)
More on Coaching Archery (2010)
Coaching Archery (2008)

Available from Better Book Stores and
Online Booksellers like Amazon.com
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AER Articles for Archers

Getting Serious:
Tuning New Arrows, Part 1
Part of Archery Fundamentals by AER
Hooray, you are getting new arrows! Woo hoo!
So, what brand are you getting? What size? What
length are you cutting them to? What size and kind
of fletchings will you use? What size nocks do you
need?
“Wait, wait . . . I don’t know any of those things!”
you say.
Welcome to the wonderful world of archery
equipment!
New Arrows
Seasoned archers often get new arrows every year.
They shoot so much that quite a few of last year’s set
have been broken or lost. And, if they are happy with
their setup, they just order a new set of arrows with
the same specifications as the last set. This is basically a do over.
But what about a set of new, different arrows?
If you have a high quality archery shop in your
neighbor hood, they can solve most of these things for
you. They can show you all of your choices and then
can build the arrows you need. Be sure to take your
bow along because some things need to be measured.
But what if you don’t have a good archery shop
nearby, a more and more common experience. Well,
you are still going to need help. You can get mail order
suppliers to build you a set of arrows, but they are
going to need a lot of information. here is just a taste:
• What kind of bow do you shoot (recurve, compound, longbow)? If it is a compound, what kind
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“You can get mail order suppliers to build you a set of arrows,
but they are going to need a lot
of information.”
of eccentrics are on the bow (high, medium, or low
energy)?
• What is the draw weight of your bow at your draw
length? If it is a compound, they want to know the
“peak weight.”
• What is your draw length?
• What shaft manufacturer do you want your shafts
from?
• What size shaft?
• What “cut length” for those shafts (how long do
you want them to be)?
• What kind of arrow points do you want installed?
• What weight of arrow points do you want?
• What kind and size of nocks do you want?
• What color nocks do you want?
• What manufacturer and kind of fletches do you
want?
• What size and color of fletches do you want?
If you order them wrong, they are under no obligation to take them back. The error is yours, not theirs.
This is not an imposible task, but you will need help.
Everyone needs help from time to time, even us.
Continued on the Next Page
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You Will Need Help
The best person to help you in the absense
of a good shop technician, is your coach or a
very experienced archer (experienced in your
style of archery, not just “been an archer for a long
time).
We have an entire process when fitting students
for a new bow (Bowfitting) or new arrows
(Arrowfitting). We use a form and fill in all of the
information above as we go (not necessarily the colors). We do this and encourage you to get archery
catologs from online retailers, like Lancaster Archery
Supply, so you can look things up and educate yourself. You can also go online and check out the retailers there. You are not limited to shopping in this
country as equipment can be had from Europe and
other places. If you do have a local shop, we urge you
to consider them first, even if they do not have the
best prices you can find scouring the Internet. They
have something to offset the best price and that is
personal service. You get very little of that, or none,
when buying remotely. And, basically, if enough of
you do not support your local shop they will possibly
close their doors and you will not have that option any
more (in person service!). Of course, if they provide
poor service and outrageous pricing, they do not

“The best person to help you in
the absense of a good shop
technician, is your coach or a
very experienced archer (experienced in your style of archery,
not just “been an archer for a
long time).”
deserve your patronage. (As coaches when we refer
students to shops, we follow up and ask if they felt
they were well-served. If not, we stop making recommendations of that shop.)
If you cannot get arrows custom made, someone
will have to assemble them for you. We have done this
many times for many students but we also suggest
they learn how to do this for themseleves. It doesn’t
require much equipment or skill, just some practice
and a few supplies and tools.
Tuning Them In
Tuning arrows to an archer and his/her bow is making minute adjustments to the arrows so that they
perform as well as can be. This is where being able to

Need a Book for an Adult Just Getting Started?
Archery is exoploding as a sport and more and more people are
starting up! And not all of these archers are kids. If you know an
adult who is just getting started and needs a good orientation to the
sport of archery, this is the book for them. The subtitle tells it all:
Archery for Adult Beginners. No longer do adults need to consult
materials designed for kids.
Chapters include the following topics: Safety, Getting Started,
Getting Coached, Equipment, Archery Styles, and Competitions.
Cover are the steps to shooting an arrow, how to stay safe at all
times, how to make sure your equipment is sized for you, and more.
Written by the Editor of Archery Focus magazine and Master
Coach Steve Ruis, get a copy today!
 pages • ISBN ---- • US $.

Available at Better Pro Shops and Online Booksellers!
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“Tuning arrows to an archer and
his/her bow is making minute
adjustments to the arrows so
that they perform as well as can
be. This is where being able to
assemble arrows, at least in
part, is very valuable. ”
assemble arrows, at least in part, is very valuable. The
most important tuning parameter for any arrows is
shaft length. The basic tuning procedure for new
arrows involves buying the arrows full length and then
cutting them in stages until they perform as well as
can be.
But that will have to wait until the next issue!

Everything You Need to Know to Become a Better Archer!
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Written by your favorite Archery Focus authors—Rick McKinney, Don
Rabska, Larry Wise, Ty Pelfrey, Dr. Lisa Franseen, Annette Musta, and
others—Precision Archery covers every aspect of target archery. You’ll
find instruction on how to compete, how to perfect your form, and upto-the minute advice on
• bow purchase, initial setup, and tuning
• fitness training to get and keep a competitive edge
• mental preparation and learning how to win
• how to adjust for wind, rain, and other adverse conditions
• the fine art of barebow
• how to work with a coach
• putting your shot together and taking it apart
• how to check out new equipment and work it into your shot
Nothing is left out, even the spirit of archery is addressed! If you are
looking to take your game to the next level, this is the book for you!
 pages • ISBN --- • US $.

Available at Better Pro Shops and Archery Retailers!
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Finally, A Book for Archery Parents!
Finally, parents with kids getting involved in archery have a book just
for them. Everything parents want to know is covered, like:
• How to tell if an archery class is safe
• How to protect your pocketbook
• How to deal with archery equipment
• How to find and work with coaches
• How to tell if your child is getting serious about archery
• How to deal with archery organizations
• Whether you should coach your own child
• . . . and a great deal more about archery technique, execution, and
equipment.
Get your copy of A Parent’s Guide to Archery today!
 pages • ISBN ---- • US $.

Available at Better Bookstores and Online

Raise Money for Your Archery Club!

Generate cash for your archery club by joining the
Archery Focus Affiliate Program! It’s as Easy as 1, 2, 3!

1
2
3

Click on “Affiliate Info” on your AF account page.
Download your choice of AF banner and place it on your website.
Each time a click results in a new subscription, a 30% commision
($9.80) will be credited to the PayPal account you’ve specified.
Got Questions? Email Claudia@ArcheryFocus.com
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The Watching Arrows Fly Catalog
The Watching Arrows Fly
Coaching Library
Larry Wise on Coaching Archery
(2014)
by Larry Wise
For compound and
bowhunting coaches.
Archery Coaching How To’s
(2013)
by Steve Ruis
For those coaching out of their
area of experise and beginning-tointermediate coaches.
Even More on Coaching Archery
(2013)
by Steve Ruis
For all coaches.
More on Coaching Archery
(2010)
by Steve Ruis
For all coaches.
Coaching Archery (2008)
by Steve Ruis
For beginning-to-intermediate
coaches.

General Archery Titles
ProActive Archery (2012)
by Tom Dorigatti
For compound archers
wanting to be
really good.

Professional Archery Technique
Third Edition (2009)
by Kirk Ethridge
Primarily for compound and 3D archers.
Winning Archery (2012)
by Steve Ruis
For archers wanting to learn how
to win.
Archery 4 Kids (2010)
by Steve Ruis
Written for an 8 to 14-year old
beginner audience.
Confessions of an Archery Mom
(2011)
by Lorretta Sinclair
Stories of an Archery Mom coping
with three boys, all
outstanding archers.
Shooting Arrows (2012)
by Steve Ruis
Written to help adults cope with
their new sport.
Why You Suck at Archery (2012)
by Steve Ruis
Written for archers who want to
learn why they aren’t getting better
and how they can.
A Parent’s Guide to Archery
(2010)
by Steve Ruis
Written to help parents who have
children in archery.

A ll Titles A v ailable on Amazo n.co m

Archery Focus Magazine
Back Issues Now Available in Print!
www.ArcheryFocusMagazine.com

